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AbstractÐThe goal of this review is to give a detailed description of the main results obtained in the
®eld of learning-induced plasticity. The review is focused on receptive ®eld and map changes observed in
the auditory, somatosensory and visual thalamo-cortical systems as a result of an associative training
performed in waking animals.

Receptive ®eld (RF) plasticity, 2DG and map changes obtained in the auditory and somatosensory
system are reviewed. In the visual system, as there is no RF and map analysis during learning per se, the
evidence presented are from increased neuronal responsiveness, and from the e�ects of perceptual learn-
ing in human and non human primates.

Across sensory modalities, the re-tuning of neurons to a signi®cant stimulus or map reorganizations in
favour of the signi®cant stimuli were observed at the thalamic and/or cortical level.

The analysis of the literature in each sensory modality indicates that relationships between learning-
induced sensory plasticity and behavioural performance can, or cannot, be found depending on the tasks
that were used.

The involvement (i) of Hebbian synaptic plasticity in the described neuronal changes and (ii) of neuro-
modulators as ``gating'' factors of the neuronal changes, is evaluated. The weakness of the Hebbian
schema to explain learning-induced changes and the need to better de®ne what the word ``learning''
means are stressed.

It is suggested that future research should focus on the dynamic of information processing in sensory
systems, and the concept of ``e�ective connectivity'' should be useful in that matter. # 1998 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved
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ABBREVIATIONS

BF Best frequency
CS Conditioned stimulus
CS + Reinforced conditioned stimulus

(discrimination training)
CSÿ Unreinforced conditioned stimulus

(discrimination training)
DMS Delay-matching to sample task
EEG Electroencephalogram
US Unconditioned stimulus
MU Multi-Units activity
RF Receptive ®eld
SDT Signal detection theory
SU Single unit activity
AI Primary auditory cortical ®eld
AAF Anterior auditory cortical ®eld
AII Secondary auditory cortical ®eld
LGN Lateral geniculate nucleus

dLGN Dorsal part of the lateral geniculate nucleus
vLGN Ventral part of the lateral geniculate nucleus
LC Locus coeruleus
MGB Medial geniculate body
MGd Dorsal division of the medial geniculate body
MGm Medial division of the medial geniculate body
MGv Ventral division of the medial geniculate body
MRF Mesencephalic reticular formation
NBM Nucleus basalis magnocellularis
POm Posterior thalamic complex
VPL Lateral division of the ventral posterior nucleus
VPM Medial division of the ventral posterior nucleus
RE Reticular nucleus of the thalamus
ACh Acetylcholine
2DG 2-Deoxyglucose
NE Norepinephrine
NMDA N-methyl-d-aspartate

1. INTRODUCTION AND AIMS

Over the last decade an increasing number of studies
have shown that sensory systems reorganize in adult
animals, and a special emphasis has been made on
the reorganizations taking place in sensory neocor-
tices. These reorganizations were described under a
large variety of circumstances, that will be brie¯y
presented below, from the more arti®cial ones to the
more natural ones (see Table 1). A ®rst set of situ-
ations comes from experiments where researchers
control the ®ring rate of the neuron while presenting
a particular sensory stimulus. These manipulations
of the neuron level of discharge are achieved by
applying either pulses of current or pharmacological
agents at the vicinity of the recorded neurons. Such
studies are usually performed to determine the neur-
onal mechanisms underlying the plasticity observed

either during epigenesis (FreÂ gnac et al., 1988, 1992)
or in the adult cortex (Cruikshank and Weinberger,
1996a). A second set of studies concerns the reorga-
nizations that are described after peripheral dea�er-
entations, denervations, or after modi®cations of the
peripheral epithelium. Lastly, behavioural training is
the third and most natural situation where sensory
maps and sensory receptive ®elds were found to be
modi®ed.
Several articles have previously reviewed the corti-

cal plasticity occurring during these di�erent situ-
ations (Cruikshank and Weinberger, 1996b; FreÂ gnac
and Shulz, 1994; Gilbert, 1993; Kaas, 1991;
Rauschecker, 1991; Weinberger, 1995a,b). However,
because these di�erent types of plasticity were dis-
cussed within the same articles, the readers could
have assumed that the same conceptual framework
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can be applied, and that the mechanisms underlying
these di�erent forms of plasticity are similar.
However, the fact that di�erent situations trigger
receptive ®eld or map changes does not guarantee
that the mechanisms are the same.
A ®rst particularity of the present review will be

to focus on a detailed description of receptive ®eld
(RF) and map changes occurring following associat-
ive training, i.e. the plasticity that is observed when
an awake animal learns the association between two
events and modi®es its behaviour as a function of
the learned association. In all but one of the exper-
iments reviewed here, a behavioural index attested
to the acquisition about a signi®cant speci®c stimu-
lus or about a speci®c situation. The only exception
(Section 4.1) concerns the sensory±sensory training
used by some authors where no overt behaviour was
quanti®ed. These experiments were included in the
present review since sensory±sensory protocols per-
formed in awake animals are clearly considered as
associative learning in psychology (see for reviews
Mackintosh, 1974; Rescorla, 1980). Therefore, I
insist on the fact that what is reviewed here is not
the ®eld of experience-dependent plasticity.
Experience-dependent changes can occur in sensory
systems without any speci®c association: for
example, map reorganizations are observed after
dea�erentations or denervations (for review see
Kaas et al., 1983), or during natural behaviour such
as nursing behaviour (Xerri et al., 1994). The fact
that experience-induced reorganizations occur in
waking animals does not mean that there is a learn-
ing process involved in the observed plasticity.

The willingness to review only the plasticity
occurring after associative training will have two
main consequences. First, it is clear that only a
limited aspect of the ®eld of adult sensory plas-
ticity will be discussed. The other aspects of the
®eld will not be ignored; they will be used when
appropriate to discuss the potential mechanisms of
learning-induced sensory plasticity. Second, I will
not consider here results using the most advanced
techniques available to map sensory areas, since,
at the present time (through January 1998), the
results obtained with these techniques do not
involve learning situations. For example, although
optical imaging of intrinsic signals was recently
used to test potential map reorganizations in ex-
perience-induced plasticity (Das and Gilbert, 1995;
Godecke and Bonhoe�er, 1996), there are yet no
results concerning the e�ects of associative training
using such techniques.
It is important to consider that in all cases, the

reorganizations described here, at both the RF and
map level, involved a dimension that was already
present at the sensory periphery. For example, the
RF plasticity involved changes in selectivity for pure
tone frequency, a dimension that is already present
at the cochlea level. Similarly, the maps that were
tested were ®rst-order topographic maps (somatoto-
pic or tonotopic), which means that there is a topo-
graphic correspondence between the peripheral
receptors and the neighbouring columns of neurons
in the cortex.* As a consequence, simple relation-
ships exist between RF and maps, and it is possible
to consider that RF plasticity re¯ects local signs of
map reorganizations. In all cases here, the use of the
word ``plasticity'' will refer to the fact that e�ects
induced by associative training will be maintained a
certain amount of time after the situation of induc-
tion. Therefore, modulations of RF induced from
one trial to another by experimental protocols used

Table 1. Types of experiments leading to sensory plasticity in adult animals. The type of experiments covered in the present review are
listed under item 3, Associative training

State of the animal during:

Type of plasticity tested
Induction of
plasticity

Expression of
plasticity

1. Manipulation of the neurons
®ring rate

RF plasticity (FreÂ gnac et al., 1988, 1992; Cruikshank
and Weinberger, 1996a; McLean and Palmer, 1998)

Anaesthetized Anaesthetized

2. Peripheral alterations RF and map changes
2.1. Dea�erentation (Merzenich et al., 1983a; Robertson and Irvine, 1989;

Kaas et al., 1990; Rasmusson, 1996a,b)
Awake Anaesthetized

2.2. Denervation (Merzenich et al., 1983b)
2.3. Syndactyly (Allard et al., 1990; Clark et al., 1988)
2.4. Whisker-pairing (Diamond et al., 1993, 1994)
3. Associative training
3.1. Sensory±sensory association RF plasticity and map changes

(Delacour et al., 1987, 1990; Cahill et al., 1996)
Awake Awake

3.2. Classical conditioning RF plasticitya Awake Awakeb

3.3. Instrumental conditioning RF and changes (Bakin et al., 1996; Jenkins et al., 1990) Awake/awake Awake/anaesthetized
3.4. Perceptual learning Map changes (Recanzone et al., 1992a,b,c,d, 1993) Awake Anaesthetized

aReceptive ®elds (RF) plasticity was described in the following experiments: Bakin and Weinberger (1990); Diamond and Weinberger
(1986); Diamond and Weinberger, 1989; Edeline and Weinberger (1991a); Edeline and Weinberger, 1991b, 1992, 1993); Edeline et al.
(1993); Lennartz and Weinberger (1992); Ohl and Scheich (1996); Weinberger et al. (1993). Map changes were described in the following
experiments: Gonzalez-Lima and Scheich (1984); Gonzalez-Lima and Scheich, 1986a); Siucinska and Kossut (1996).
bIn the two experiments (Lennartz and Weinberger, 1992; Weinberger et al., 1993), RF plasticity induced in waking animals was tested in
anaesthetized animals.

*This correspondence does not exist for non-topo-
graphic coding, such as the orientation map in the primary
visual cortex (V1): a stimulus of a given orientation evokes
the recruitment of multiple columns spatially dispersed in
V1 (see for review FreÂ gnac and Bienenstock, 1998).
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in attention studies will not be discussed here.
Although this ®eld of research points out that fast
and selective modulations of information processing
exist in behaving animals engaged in attentional
task, the transient nature of the e�ects suggests that
they involve processes and mechanisms di�erent
from those involved in learning (for review see
Fuster, 1995).
For the sake of clarity, the descriptions of the

receptive ®eld and/or of the map changes are
grouped by sensory modality; data from human
studies will be used when available and appropri-
ate. The putative mechanisms of these learning-
induced reorganizations will be discussed across
sensory modalities.* Finally, another particularity
of the present review compared with previous ones
will be to describe changes induced by associative
training not only at the cortical level but within
the whole thalamo-cortical system. As will be dis-
cussed below, the anatomical interconnections
between cortical and thalamic level (including the
reticular nucleus of the thalamus) are so important
that it is almost useless to describe the cortical
plasticity without looking at its potential thalamic
contribution.

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE THALAMO-
CORTICAL SYSTEM

The present paper cannot pretend to give an accu-
rate description of the detailed anatomy of the tha-
lamo-cortical system, which is developed in several
reviews either across sensory modalities (Jones,
1985; Merzenich et al., 1984; Sherman and Guillery,
1996) or within a given sensory modality [auditory:
Weinberger and Diamond (1987); Winer (1992);
somatosensory: Diamond and Armstrong-James
(1992); Kossut (1992); visual: Sherman and Koch
(1986); Crick and Koch (1998)]. However, it is cru-
cial to brie¯y present the major aspects of thalamo-
cortical anatomy because (i) in some cases the e�ects
observed after training were di�erent according to
the locus of recordings, and (ii) speci®c predictions
were made concerning the involvement of anatom-
ical divisions in the induction of learning-induced
plasticity (Weinberger et al., 1990a,b). E�orts will
be made to point general considerations across sen-
sory modalities, even if some examples are taken
from the organization of the auditory system.

2.1. The Thalamo-Cortico-Thalamic Loop

In the visual, somatosensory and auditory sys-
tems, it has long been recognized that the connec-
tions between cortex and thalamus form a loop
where the topographic organization is preserved (see
Jones, 1985). That is, the projections from the ret-

ina, and from the lower somatosensory and auditory
relays, preserved the topographic organization of
the periphery, and in turn, the cortico-thalamic pro-
jections match the topographic projections coming
in the sensory thalamus. The anatomical complexity
of this thalamo-cortical loop (which was sometimes
underestimated, see Koch, 1987) causes di�culties
for understanding how the thalamo-cortical loop
processes information (see Sherman and Guillery,
1996). A ®rst reason is that several thalamic nuclei
(and sometimes several anatomical divisions within
each nucleus) and several cortical areas are involved
in processing the information for each sensory mo-
dality. The fact that some of these nuclei and corti-
cal areas form distinct pathways comes from the
early work of Graybiel (1972a,b, 1973) who pro-
vided a schema for identifying functional pathways.
In the visual, somatosensory and auditory system,
it is possible to delineate a lemniscal (primary)
pathway where the neurons show the greatest selec-
tivity for the physical parameters of the stimuli,
and a non-lemniscal (secondary) pathway where the
neurons show less selectivity for the parameters of
the stimuli. This leads to a situation where several
parallel thalamo-cortical loops exist and interact
with each other either via cortico-cortical connec-
tions, or via the divergence of the cortico-thalamic
projections. Even if it was recently speculated that
the strength of these thalamo-cortical loops may
not be as strong as it is usually supposed (Crick
and Koch, 1998), it is clear that their organizations
(across species and sensory modalities) constrain
the way by which sensory information is processed.
Before drawing general conclusions, it seems appro-
priate to brie¯y mention the structure and connec-
tions involved in the three sensory modalities.
In the visual system, coming to terms with the

enormous connectivity of the visual thalamo-cortical
loop still represents a major challenge and there is
little doubt that years of experiments are still necess-
ary. First, the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus,
which provides the major thalamic input to areas
17, 18 and 19 (and probably a more di�use input to
other visual areas), can logically be considered as
the lemniscal line of the visual pathway. Second, it
is known from the work of Graybiel (Graybiel,
1970, 1972a,b) that the cat lateral posterior com-
plex (including the lateral posterior and the pulvinar
nuclei) furnishes a ``non speci®c'' input to areas 17
and 18 and to several other visual areas (see for
details Jones, 1985). Thus, the lateral posterior com-
plex can be considered as the non-lemniscal visual
pathway. An important contribution toward under-
standing this non-lemniscal pathway was made by
Updyke (1977) when he showed that the cat areas
17, 18 and 19 projected visuotopically to the lateral
posterior nucleus and that the cat area 19 projects,
again visuotopically, to the pulvinar nucleus
(Updyke, 1977). In their principles, these projections
exist in other species, but generalizations are di�cult
given that the lateral posterior nuclei and the pulvi-
nar are organized in a very di�erent way across
species. For example, monkeys are usually said to
have a single lateral posterior nucleus and at least
four pulvinar nuclei, whereas the cat is said to have
three or more lateral posterior nuclei and a single

*This review will deliberately avoid referring to in vitro
studies. Although they might provide better control of the
experimental conditions, speci®cally for the level of pre
and postsynaptic activity, their relevance to clarifying the
neuronal mechanisms of learning-induced sensory plasticity
is still a matter of speculation as no RF and no map can
be tested.
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pulvinar nucleus.* In addition, the large number of
visual cortical areas in the monkey cerebral cortex,
organized in a hierarchical system (with ten distinct
levels according to Felleman and Van Essen, 1991),
leads to a situation where it is di�cult to propose an
organizational plan of the thalamo-cortical connec-
tions that remains valid across species. Rather than
concentrating on the detailed connectivity, it might
be more important to consider the distribution of
these connections across cortical layers. It has been
known for a long time (see for review, Gilbert,
1983) that the terminals from the dorsal geniculate,
the lemniscal pathway, reach preferentially layer IV
of the primary visual cortex, the exact laminar dis-
tribution being a function of the species and of the
type of geniculate cells. In contrast, the terminals
from the lateral posterior complex, the non-lemnis-
cal pathway, predominantly reach layer I of almost
all visual cortical areas. However, there is quite an
important proportion of terminals in layer IV in sev-
eral non primary areas, specially in area 19.
Another distinction between the lemniscal and non-
lemniscal line comes from the fact that the cortico-
fugal ®bres to the lateral geniculate arising in areas
17±18 come from layer VI cells (Gilbert and Kelly,
1975), while corticofugal ®bres to the lateral pos-
terior complex arising from the same cortical areas
come from layer V cells.
In the auditory system, the situation of the tha-

lamo-cortical loop is schematically summarized in
Fig. 1 on the basis of the anatomical data obtained
from cats (see for details Winer, 1992). In this mo-
dality too, the number of cortical areas and the num-
ber of divisions within the auditory thalamus
¯uctuate across species, leading to di�culties in
drawing a general schema. Traditionally, the ventral
division of the auditory thalamus (MGv) is con-
sidered as the lemniscal component of the auditory
pathway based upon anatomical (Morest, 1964,
1965; Morest and Winer, 1986) and physiological cri-
teria (Aitkin and Webster, 1972; Calford, 1983; Imig
and Morel, 1985). The medial division of the audi-
tory thalamus (MGm) is considered as the non-lem-
niscal part based upon anatomical (Winer and
Morest, 1983b) and physiological criteria (Aitkin,
1973; Calford, 1983; Rouiller et al., 1989). The status
of the dorsal division (MGd) was not always clear,
mainly since it is composed of di�erent subdivisions.
This heterogeneity within the MGd was noted in ana-
tomical studies (Clerici and Coleman, 1990; Clerici et
al., 1990; Winer and Morest, 1983a, 1984) and phys-
iological studies: a topographic organization was
described in the deep dorsal division (Andersen et al.,
1980; Calford, 1983; Calford and Aitkin, 1983), while
cells unresponsive to tonal stimuli were described in
the suprageniculate or in the super®cial dorsal
(Calford, 1983; Calford and Aitkin, 1983). In the cat
and all the other species, the primary, tonotopic ®eld
(AI) receives from and projects to the tonotopic part
of the medial geniculate (MGv). Another tonotopic
®eld (AAF) exists in many species and receives its

a�erences both from the posterior nucleus and par-
tially from some aspects of the dorsal division. The
secondary, non-tonotopic ®elds (AII for example)
receive from and project to the dorsal part of the me-
dial geniculate (MGd). The medial part of the medial
geniculate (MGm) sends projections to both the
tonotopic and non-tonotopic cortical ®elds, and it
receives corticofugal in¯uence from all the cortical
®elds. The layer speci®city of these connections are
clearly di�erent: the projections from MGv and
MGd neurons reach layer IV of the tonotopic and
non-tonotopic ®elds, while the projections from
MGm mainly reach layer I.
In the somatosensory system, the existence of a

somatotopic organization within the ventral pos-
terior nucleus stems from the earliest single unit stu-
dies (Jones and Friedman, 1982; Mountcastle and
Henneman, 1952; Poggio and Mountcastle, 1960;
Welker, 1974). All these studies have shown that the
contralateral limbs, trunk and tail are represented in
the lateral division (VPL) and the head, face and
intraoral structures in the medial division (VPM). In
this modality, species di�erences also cause di�cul-
ties for the proposal of a general organization. In
monkeys the lemniscal pathway seems to be relayed
in the VP by clusters of large cells, the ``rods'' which
receive a dense projection from the trigeminal and
dorsal column nuclei (Rausell et al., 1992; Rausell
and Jones, 1991a,b). The ``rods'' are densely labelled
by the calcium binding protein parvalbumin, and
they seem to project in patchy pattern to layer IV
providing a precise cortical somatotopic organization
(mostly in area 3b and 3a, but also in area 1 and 2).
In contrast the ``matrix'' of small VP cells surround-
ing the rods is distinguished from the rods by several
histochemical markers, including the absence of
parvalbumin. This matrix, receiving weak projections
from the trigeminal and dorsal columns nuclei, is
considered as the non-lemniscal pathway. It projects
to the primary somatosensory cortex with very little
projections in layer IV. In rodents, a large part of the
VPM is divided into elongated cell clusters referred
to as ``barreloids'' (Van der Loos, 1976), and the
space between barreloids is free of neurons. Neurons
in barreloids project in a dense patchy pattern to the
barrels in layer IV of primary somatosensory cortex,
and thus can be considered as the lemniscal pathway.
Based upon anatomical and physiological consider-
ations, Diamond and Armstrong-James (1992) have
proposed that in rat the rostral sector of the thalamic
posterior complex (POm) should be considered as the
non-lemniscal somatosensory pathway. The rationale
is that (i) the cortical projections of the POm neurons
avoid the layer IV barrels and reach the septa separ-
ating the barrels from each other (Chmielowska et
al., 1989; Koralek et al., 1988); (ii) POm in the rat
receives only a weak input from the principal trigem-
inal nucleus, and (iii) it receives cortical a�erences
from layer V neurons, whereas VPM neurons receive
their cortical a�erences from layer VI neurons.
Besides the conclusion that within each sensory

modality important species di�erences exist, the
scheme proposed by some authors (Weinberger and
Diamond, 1987; Weinberger et al., 1990a,b;
Diamond and Armstrong-James, 1992; Crick and
Koch, 1998) seems relevant. The lemniscal line pro-

* In rodents, lagomorphs, ungulates, there is no pulvinar
and the lateral posterior nucleus has one or two divisions
(Jones, 1985).
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jects mainly to layer IV of primary sensory cortices,
while the non-lemniscal line mainly projects to layer
I. This does not mean that the non-lemniscal line
cannot project to layer IV; it does project to layer IV
in non-primary cortices. Another key feature is that
the lemniscal line seems to receive corticofugal in¯u-

ences from layer VI neurons, while the non-lemniscal
line receives from layer V neurons. Thus, the lemnis-
cal and non-lemniscal lines can be distinguished
based on (i) their dominant laminar projection to the
cortical areas and (ii) the dominant projections they
receive from the di�erent cortical layers. As neuro-

Fig. 1. The thalamo-cortical loop in the auditory system. This schematic representation illustrates the
complexity of the thalamo-cortical loops formed by the di�erent divisions of the auditory thalamus, the
di�erent ®elds of the auditory cortex and the auditory sector of the reticular nucleus. The bidirectional
connections between the di�erent divisions of the auditory thalamus (SG, SD, MGd, Dd, MGv, MGm,
PIN) and the cortical ®elds are detailed. On the right side of the ®gure, the thick arrows depict the con-
nections between the RE and the thalamus and the corticofugal projections on the RE. The subthalamic
corticofugal projections toward the inferior colliculus and the cochlear nucleus are shown on the extreme
right side. Projections to non-auditory structures (shown on the left side) come from the non-primary
cortical ®elds and non-tonotopic parts of the auditory thalamus. Although some particularities exist in
the visual and somatosensory thalamo-cortical system, a similar architecture can be found in these two

modalities.
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modulatory in¯uences (specially the monoaminergic)
predominantly reach the sensory cortices in layer I, it
is quite relevant to view the in¯uence of the non-lem-
niscal line as a modulatory in¯uence (Crick and
Koch, 1998). Obviously the in¯uence of the extensive
corticocortical connections (see for review in the
visual system Salin and Bullier, 1995) complicates
this scheme, but to what extent these connections
attenuate the strength of the thalamo-cortical loops
remains a matter of speculation.
Attempts to elucidate the functional role of the

cortico-thalamic projections have a long history,
but have never been particularly satisfying (see for
review Jones, 1985). If one tries to put together
the e�ects observed after cortical inactivation and
after cortical stimulation, it is particularly di�cult
to propose a function for the corticofugal in¯u-
ences. For example, earlier studies reported that
weak stimulation of the cortex can either facilitate
or inhibit transmission of a subsequent a�erent
volley through the thalamic relay nuclei. In the
three sensory modalities, more recent studies
suggest a ``gating e�ect'' of the cortico-thalamic
®bres. For example, in the somatosensory system,
activation of the somatosensory cortex led to excit-
atory e�ects in the ventrobasal thalamus both in
anaesthetized (Rapisarda et al., 1992) and awake
animals (Yuan et al., 1986); similarly in the audi-
tory system, activation of corticothalamic neurons
just before tone presentations often facilitates
tone-evoked responses in the MGB, especially at
low intensity levels (He, 1997).
However, more subtle e�ects were recently

described by studies aimed at determining the corti-
cal in¯uence on functional properties of thalamic
cells. For example, cortical activation or inactivation
of the auditory cortex change the properties of
MGB cells and can (i) cause shifts of the cell's fre-
quency tuning (Villa et al., 1991), (ii) facilitate the
responses for a speci®c range of frequency, (iii)
a�ect selectively long latency activities without mod-
ifying the short latency responses (Ryugo and
Weinberger, 1976), and (iv) change the ``best delay''
of echo-delay tuned neurons in the bat (Yan and
Suga, 1996; for review, see Suga et al., 1997).
Similarly in the visual cortex, the results obtained
using inactivation procedures suggested that the cor-
tical feedback signi®cantly contributes to length tun-
ing in the lateral geniculate (Murphy and Sillito,
1987), and can help to synchronize the ®ring of thal-
amic cells during presentation of a visual stimulus
(Sillito et al., 1994).
Besides the descriptions of the cortical modulation

of functional properties of the thalamic inputs, it
seems di�cult to draw a more general function for
the cortico-thalamic pathway. Perhaps the most el-
aborate theory remains the hypothesis proposed by
Singer in the visual system (Schmielau and Singer,
1977; Singer, 1977). Schmielau and Singer (1977)
proposed that the corticofugal pathway facilitates

the transmission of signals from binocularly viewed
contrasts when these contrasts are presented to pre-
cisely corresponding retinal areas, that is when the
contrasts are near the ®xation plane and thus have
only small binocular disparities. In this case, the
corticothalamic in¯uences reduce the strength of
binocular inhibitions and increase the excitability of
relay cells for which the activity pattern from the
two eyes are in register. Signals from objects before
or behind the ®xation plane remain fully subject to
binocular inhibition, and may even get actively
inhibited by intralaminar lateral inhibitory connec-
tions. Thus, the corticothalamic in¯uence can selec-
tively facilitate the transmission of signals from
binocularly viewed objects that are near the ®xation
plane and can be fused into one image. Signals from
objects before or behind the ®xation plane, which
cannot be fused and therefore give rise to double
image remain subject to binocular inhibitions in the
LGN. These results suggest that the cortico-thal-
amic pathway favours transmission of binocular in-
formation that can be fused and evaluated in terms
of disparity depth cues, while it leaves it to the
intrinsic LGN circuits to cancel transmission of sig-
nals that give rise to disturbing trouble images.
At the present time, there is no direct demon-

stration of this hypothesis, but it should be possible
to propose behavioural experiment to validate this
proposed functional role of the corticofugal in¯u-
ence. There is obviously a need for proposing simi-
lar functional hypothesis and experimental
validations in the other sensory modalities.

2.2. The Role of the Reticular Nucleus in the
Thalamo-Cortical Loop

The activity of the thalamo-cortical loop is
strongly in¯uenced by the activity of the reticular
nucleus (RE) which is part of the ventral thalamus
(for reviews see Jones, 1985; Sherman and Guillery,
1996; Guillery et al., 1998). Except in its most ros-
tral part, the RE is a ®ne layer (200±300 mm) of
GABAergic cells which surround the dorsal thala-
mus laterally and ventrally. It receives sensory infor-
mation from collaterals of the thalamo-cortical
®bres, and also from the cortico-thalamic ®bres. It
projects to the dorsal thalamus, not to the cortex.
Within the RE, there are separate sectors related to
each sensory modality, and recent anatomical stu-
dies show that the topographic projections are pre-
served within a given sensory modality
[somatosensory sector: Cox et al. (1996); Crabtree
(1992a,b); visual sector: Conley and Diamond
(1990); Crabtree (1996); Crabtree and Killackey
(1989); auditory sector: Conley et al. (1991)].
Depending on the species, the RE represents, or not,
the exclusive source of GABAergic inhibitions at the
thalamic level. In cats or primates, the percentage of
GAD positive neurons (i.e. the number of local
interneurons) in the sensory thalamic nuclei ranged
25±30% (Penny et al., 1983; Sprea®co et al., 1983),
while in the rat or some bat species this percentage
is very low (for example 1% in the rat auditory
thalamus,* Winer and Larue, 1988, 1996). Although
RE neurons could simply be viewed as local inter-
neurons displaced outside the sensory relays, this is

*This is complicated by the fact that for a given species,
di�erent sensory modalities show various percentages of
local GAD positive cells (presumed interneurons); see
Winer and Larue (1996) for examples.
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not acceptable from a developmental point of view
since the RE develops in the ventral thalamus which
is distinct from the main thalamic nuclei which form
the dorsal thalamus (see Jones, 1985).

Regarding the anatomy and function of the reti-
cular nucleus, the visual system presents neuroana-
tomical particularities. First, the LGN itself
contains GABAergic interneurons, even in species
lacking such neurons in the auditory and somato-
sensory thalamus (Winer and Larue, 1996).
Second, the perigeniculate nucleus seems to be a
second ``visual'' RE located immediately above the
LGN. It is unknown whether one should consider
that the e�ects of the visual sector of the RE per
se are attenuated or ampli®ed by the fact that it
acts in concert with the perigeniculate and with
the intrinsic GABAergic neurons of the LGN.
But, in any case, this particularity reinforces the
role of the inhibitory processes occurring in the
visual thalamus compared with the somatosensory
and auditory nuclei.

Most of the work carried out on the RE centre on
studying its role in generating or participating in
rhythmic activities. For example, both in vivo
(Steriade et al., 1985, 1987) and in vitro (Bal and
McCormick, 1993, 1996; Bal et al., 1995a,b) studies
have indicated that the RE is critically involved in
generating spindle activity in the thalamo-cortical
system. Very few studies have tried to determine
how the RE in¯uences the processing of sensory in-
formation in the thalamo-cortical system, and their
results are sometimes di�cult to reconcile. For
example, excitotoxic lesions of the RE led to a large
increase of the RF sizes in the medial ventroposter-
ior thalamus (Lee et al., 1994), but opposite e�ects
were not observed after activation of the RE: a
pharmacological activation of RE neurons led to a
signi®cant reduction of the post-stimulus inhibition,
with sometimes a facilitation of the excitatory ON
or OFF responses of the ventroposterior neurons
(Warren and Jones, 1994). In the auditory modality,
stimulations of the auditory sector of the RE attenu-
ated click-evoked responses (Shosaku and
Sumitomo, 1983), while inhibition of the RE facili-
tated the phasic ON tone-evoked responses at the
thalamic and cortical level (Edeline et al., 1997).
Therefore, although not su�ciently documented, the
activity of RE neurons seems to be able to modulate
the way by which information is processed in the
thalamo-cortical system. Besides, a hypothetical role
in attentional processes (Crick, 1984), it is still
unknown how RE neurons can participate in learn-
ing-induced plasticity in the thalamo-cortical sys-
tem.

2.3. The Subthalamic Projections of the Sensory
Cortex

It is important to mention that the cortical level
also sends corticofugal inputs to subthalamic struc-
tures. First, it has long been described that the audi-
tory cortex projects to parts of the inferior colliculus
(Diamond et al., 1969). Virtually all the cortical
®elds project to more than one subdivisions of the
inferior colliculus (see for review Winer, 1992). It
was previously suggested that the connections
between auditory cortex, auditory thalamus and the
di�erent regions of the inferior collicullus (IC) form
a multiple feedback loop system that can in¯uence
the animal's behaviour (for a review see Hu�man
and Henson, 1990). Very few studies have tried to
determine how the auditory cortex in¯uences the
functional properties of neurons of the IC, but in-
hibitory e�ects were reported in some studies (Sun
et al., 1989)
Second, a corticobulbar pathway was recently

described (Weedman and Ryugo, 1996): layer V
neurons of the rat primary auditory cortex were
found to project until the cochlear nucleus.* The
main target of this projection seems to be the gran-
ule cells domain located between the dorsal and the
ventral cochlear nucleus.
Therefore, based on anatomical studies, it is

obvious that the primary cortex is potentially
capable of in¯uencing the processing of acoustic
information far before the thalamic level. This
means that the input reaching the thalamo-cortical
system can be modi®ed by the corticofugal projec-
tions.
To summarize this brief and incomplete anatom-

ical survey, one can consider that the thalamo-corti-
cal system is made of multiple thalamo-cortical
loops that probably in¯uence each other in many
ways. The activity of the sensory sectors of the reti-
cular nucleus is able to modulate these loops.
Finally, it is possible that the cortical level exerts a
control far before the thalamic level, even if it is
very di�cult to estimate how important this control
is.

3. EFFECTS OF LEARNING IN THE
AUDITORY SYSTEM

3.1. Overview of Previous Findings

As described in previous reviews, the auditory
system is probably the sensory modality that was
the most extensively studied during learning proto-
cols. Starting from the 1950s (Beck et al., 1958;
Galambos et al., 1956; Jouvet, 1956) an impressive
amount of studies have reported changes in
evoked responses during the acquisition of learning
tasks in many species (for reviews see Weinberger,
1980, 1984; Weinberger and Diamond, 1987).
Most of these studies have used a classical con-
ditioning protocol where a conditioned stimulus
(CS) predicts the occurrence of an unconditioned
stimulus (US). In most of the cases,* the US was

*Similar observations were recently made in guinea-pigs:
labelled cells were found in the dorsal cochlear nucleus
after injections of biocytine or BDA in primary auditory
cortex (Rodriguez-Nodal et al., 1996).

*The only exception is the set of studies that were pub-
lished by J. Olds and colleagues using an appetitive US.
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an aversive event (usually a footshock). Using this
protocol, increased evoked responses were detected
using evoked potentials (EP), multiunit (MU) or
single unit (SU) activity. These initial studies did
not necessary include all the appropriate controls
required to prove that the e�ects (i) were associat-
ive in nature and (ii) were not due to stimulus
inconstancy.

3.1.1. Controls of Associative E�ects and Stimulus
Constancy

First, to determine whether or not the learning-
induced changes are associative, it is necessary to
compare the e�ects obtained in animals submitted
to associative conditioning with those obtained in
animals submitted to pseudo-conditioning where the
CS and the US are delivered in a randomized
fashion, thus preventing one predicting the occur-
rence of the other. Comparisons between a situation
where the stimulus is not signi®cant (for example,
during habituation) and a situation where the stimu-
lus is signi®cant (during conditioning) is not ade-
quate, since it is well-known that the introduction of
a nociceptive stimulus in a situation induces an
arousal state which modi®es the sensory responses
(for review see Weinberger, 1982a,b). Although not
exactly the equivalent, the use of a discriminative
protocol is also a valid control, since it allows to fol-
low the time course of the changes in evoked re-
sponses to the stimulus that acquires a predictive
value (the reinforced conditioned stimulus, CS+)
and to a stimulus that does not (the non-reinforced
conditioned stimulus, CSÿ).
Second, it has long been reported that three main

factors can modify stimulus intensity at the cochlea
of an awake animal: (i) sound-shadowing by the
pinna (Wiener et al., 1966), (ii) the action of the
middle ear muscles (Baust et al., 1964; Carmel and
Starr, 1963; Galambos and Rupert, 1959), (iii)
masking noise produced by the animal's movements
(Baust and Berlucchi, 1964; Irvine and Webster,
1972; Starr, 1964). The use of earphones may con-
trol the ®rst factor (the stimulus constancy at the
external auditory meatus) but does not control the
two other factors. There are two alternatives to cir-
cumvent this problem. One possibility is to train the
animal under neuromuscular blockage. This strategy
was adopted in an earlier study (Buchwald et al.,
1966) and, until 1989, in all the studies by
Weinberger and colleagues. Another possibility is to
train the animals in a discriminative training and to
analyze only the ®rst tens of milliseconds after tone
onset (less than 50 msec). This strategy relies on the
fact that the animal's position in relation to the
speaker, the animals movements and the tension of
its ear muscles have no reason to be systematically
di�erent at the time of occurrence of the CS+ and
of the CSÿ . In this case, it is assumed that, when
averaged across trials, the stimulus inconstancy is
the same at the CS+ and at the CSÿ . It is also
assumed that, during the ®rst 50 msec after tone
onset, there is no possibility for a contamination of
the recordings by a feedback coming from the ani-
mal's conditioned response (CR). This strategy,
which had led to polemics in the past (see Gabriel,

1976 vs Disterhoft, 1977), was adopted by several
laboratories working on freely moving animals
(Disterhoft and Stuart, 1976; Edeline et al., 1990a,b;
Gabriel et al., 1982).

3.1.2. Neuronal Conditioning at the Thalamic Level

Using these controls, several laboratories have
reported that both at the cortical and the thalamic
level, associative modi®cations of tone-evoked re-
sponses occur during learning. However, to draw a
realistic picture of these results, several factors have
to be examined: ®rst the locus of recordings, i.e. the
fact that anatomically distinct areas show di�eren-
tial e�ects; and second the type of recordings, i.e.
MU vs SU activity.
At the thalamic level, the compartmentalization

of the learning-induced plasticity was, and is still,
controverted. Although studies have demonstrated
neuronal conditioning in the auditory thalamus
before (for example, Gabriel et al., 1975, 1976), the
clearest evidence for a compartmentalization comes
from the only experiment where the data were ana-
lyzed according to the MGB divisions (Ryugo and
Weinberger, 1978). In this study, several electrodes
were implanted in the di�erent MGB divisions. The
results indicated that the only MU recordings which
met the criterion for associative changes and for dis-
crimination were from the medial division of the
MGB (MGm): within a given animal, showing a
behavioural response (pupillary dilatation), the
MGm tone-evoked discharges were enhanced while
the MGv tone-evoked discharges were not. Other
authors have found similar increased MU responses
in the MGm using classical conditioning (Buchwald
et al., 1966; Halas et al., 1970), instrumental avoid-
ance task (Gabriel et al., 1975, 1976), aversive discri-
minative task (Edeline et al., 1990a,b) and appetitive
conditioning (Birt et al., 1979; Birt and Olds, 1981;
Disterhoft and Olds, 1972; Olds et al., 1972). But,
increased MU responses were also found in the
MGd (Gabriel et al., 1982, p. 562) and decreased
MU responses were observed in the MGv after over-
training (Gabriel et al., 1982, p. 559).
Single unit recordings revealed a more complex

picture. In cats, most of the MGm neurons (24/37,
71%) developed discharges plasticity, but 29% of
these changes were decreases (Weinberger, 1982a,b;
see also Weinberger and Diamond, 1987). In rats,
13/20 of the recorded MGm neurons showed
increased evoked responses, while 2/7 MGd neurons
showed signi®cant increased discharges (Edeline,
1990). Lastly, the neuronal conditioning is the
MGm is robust enough to be maintained during
extinction sessions and to exhibit di�erential respon-
siveness to a CS+ and a CSÿ during extinction
(Supple and Kapp, 1989). This is of importance if
one considers that the MGm is the only part of the
thalamus that projects to almost all cortical ®elds
(Winer, 1992)

3.1.3. Neuronal Conditioning at the Cortical Level

In the auditory cortex, it seems that there is a
large agreement on the fact that increased tone-
evoked responses can be observed using MU record-
ings whatever the species and the learning task
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(Disterhoft and Olds, 1972; Disterhoft and Stuart,
1976; Oleson et al., 1975; see for review Weinberger
and Diamond, 1987).* However, as is the case at the
thalamic level, single unit studies revealed a more
complex picture. In the cat primary auditory cortex,
62% of the neurons developed response plasticity to
the CS during acquisition of the pupillary CR. The
response changes emerged quickly; on average they
attained statistical criteria after 13 conditioning
trials. However, as for the MGm, the direction of
the changes was both increases (n = 6/21) and
decreases (n= 7/21; see Weinberger et al., 1984a).
Using the same protocol, 95% of the neurons exhib-
ited tone-evoked plasticity in the cat secondary audi-
tory cortices (AII/VE, Diamond and Weinberger,
1984). Again, an equivalent number of cells showed
increased evoked responses (n = 11) and decreased
evoked responses (n = 10); and this was also the
case in rabbit non-primary cortex (increases 47%,
decreases 53%, Kraus and Disterhoft, 1982).
Interestingly, in this study, the percentage of neur-
ons exhibiting signi®cant changes was the same in
conditioned rabbits which did not learn the beha-
vioural responses (the nictitating membrane con-
ditioning) and in rabbits which underwent pseudo-
conditioning (20% in bad learner vs 19% in pseudo-
conditioned animals); this percentage was higher
(51%) in conditioned rabbits that learned the beha-
vioural response.
The discrepancy between the e�ects observed with

MU recordings (revealing only increased evoked re-
sponses) and those reported with SU recordings
(revealing both increases and decreases) can be
explained by the thoughtful analysis performed by
Weinberger et al. (1984a) on the data from the pri-
mary auditory cortex. The authors pooled together
the data coming from their single units to build a
``combined MU histogram''. This histogram
revealed that the tone-evoked discharges were
increased during conditioning compared to the sen-
sitization period. Thus, multiunit recordings cannot
be considered as representative of the e�ects occur-
ring at the single cell level because increased dis-
charges are detected even if more neurons actually
develop decreased responses than neurons develop
increased responses. Also, single unit data suggest
that it will be incorrect to conclude that the excit-
ability of single neurons simply increases during
learning.

3.2. The Problems of Merging Learning and Sensory
Physiology

Whatever the amplitude and the direction of the
changes in evoked responses at the CS frequency,
and the exact percentage of neurons actually pre-
senting these e�ects, it is crucial to realize that these

experiments did not attack the major question raises
by these results: What does this mean about the way
by which cortical and thalamic neurons process in-
formation, and what does it mean for the messages
sent by the auditory neurons toward non-auditory
structures? To answer this question, a ®rst approach
is to test the neurons' selectivity for a particular
dimension of the sensory stimulus, and to determine
how learning modi®es this selectivity. Such exper-
iments require to perform within the same protocol
a sensory physiology experiment and a learning ex-
periment. Although it is legitimate to consider that
the ®elds of sensory physiology and learning are
complementary (Weinberger, 1995a), they are di�-
cult to conciliate due to (i) the type of preparations
and (ii) the type of protocols that are used in these
two ®elds.
First, sensory physiologists describe how single

cells code information, and how this information is
represented at the map level. This task is easier to
do when the state of the brain is controlled (and
supposedly stabilized*) by an anaesthetic. In con-
trast, learning experiments require working with
awake animals. In addition, neurobiologists of
learning and memory traditionally focused their
e�orts (i) in looking for animal models of the
human amnesic syndrome observed after lesions of
the hippocampus and/or associative cortices and (ii)
understanding the mechanisms of synaptic plasticity
(obviously in vitro preparations provide the more
appropriate conditions to reach this goal).
Second, the protocols used in learning exper-

iments require the repetition of one stimulus (two in
the case of a discrimination) with a low rate of rep-
etition (1 stimulus/minute or less) to increase the
probability that the CS, and not the context, is as-
sociated with the US. In contrast, in sensory physi-
ology the protocols are often designed to determine
the neuron's selectivity for several dimensions of the
sensory stimulus, thus leading to presentation of a
large amount of stimuli in the shortest amount of
time (the rate of presentation is function of the sen-
sory modality that is studied).
Therefore, to perform a learning experiment and

a sensory physiology experiment within the same
study, it was necessary to design new types of proto-
cols. In the following studies, the experiments were
carried out in awake animals, and the dimension
that was studied was the frequency selectivity. At
any level of the auditory system, the frequency
receptive ®eld (RF) describes the capacity of the
neurons to respond for a limited range of frequen-
cies at a given tonal intensity. The protocol that was
used (Fig. 2) involved the determination of the fre-
quency RF before and after a learning session, with
the implicit assumption that the e�ects induced
during learning will produce detectable changes in
the post-training RF when compared with the pre-
training RF. Given that increased responses at the
CS frequency were often observed during condition-
ing, two di�erent results could have been obtained
on a theoretical ground after this protocol (see
Weinberger, 1995b): either the changes at the CS
frequency re¯ect a general modi®cation of the neur-
ons RF, or the changes at the CS frequency are
speci®c to this frequency and, in that case, the selec-

* In a particularly interesting study, Oleson et al. (1975)
observed that a di�erential e�ect obtained in the auditory
cortex during discrimination training was maintained 8
days after training. Long-lasting retention was also
observed in another study (Edeline et al., 1990a).

*But the electroencephalogram (EEG) is not recorded
very often in sensory physiology experiments.
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tivity of the neurons shifts to or toward the CS fre-
quency.

3.3. Receptive Field Plasticity in the Auditory Cortex
and Thalamus

3.3.1. Description of the RF Plasticity in the
Auditory Cortex

Using this strategy, the ®rst data were obtained in
the cat secondary areas AII and VE. Three major
results came from these earlier reports (Diamond
and Weinberger, 1986, 1989). First, in the absence
of any behavioural training, the RF showed stability
which was important since RFs are not often tested
in awake animals. This stability was observed both
for normally tuned cells (see Fig. 6 in Diamond and
Weinberger, 1989) and for very broadly tuned cells
responding on several octaves (see Fig. 7 in
Diamond and Weinberger, 1989). Second, when the
RF was tested after pseudo-conditioning, there was
either a general increase or a general decrease com-
pared with the control RF (for cases of general
increase see Figs 9 and 13 in Diamond and
Weinberger, 1989; for a case of general decrease see
Fig. 11 in the same reference). Third, after associat-
ive conditioning, the RF were selectively modi®ed in
12/20 cells, but, again, the e�ects were either

increases (see for example Figs 13 and 16 in
Diamond and Weinberger, 1989) or decreases (see
Fig. 9 in Diamond and Weinberger, 1989).
Although some preliminary data were collected in

the cat primary cortex (see Figs 12-8 and 12-9 in
Weinberger et al., 1984b), the bulk of the data
obtained in the primary auditory cortex (AI) was
obtained in awake guinea-pigs. When a simple con-
ditioning protocol was used, CSÿ frequency speci®c
increases were reported in 70% of the cases (7/10
recordings), while general increases were reported in
3/10 recordings (Bakin and Weinberger, 1990). Since
the pre-training best frequency (BF) often showed
decreased responses, in many cases the CS frequency
became the new BF after conditioning. Thus, di�er-
ential e�ects often led to ``re-tune'' the neurons to
the CS frequency. These e�ects were not transient:
both in the AII/VE areas and in AI, the e�ects were
as selective when tested 1 hr after completion of
training (Bakin and Weinberger, 1990; Diamond
and Weinberger, 1986, 1989), and in few recordings
obtained up to 24 hr post-training (Bakin and
Weinberger, 1990) selective e�ects were still
observed (4/6 cases). These e�ects were clearly dis-
tinct from those observed after pseudo-conditioning
(random presentation of tones and footshocks)
which produced general increased responses in the
cells' RF (Bakin et al., 1992).

Fig. 2. Protocol used to test RF plasticity during a learning experiment. (A) The protocol consists of
three phases. First, the RF of the recorded cell was determined by presenting 10±15 pure tone frequen-
cies at 3±10 intensities. At a given intensity, each tone was repeated 10 or 20 times with an intertone
interval of 1 sec, which led to a RF determination which lasted between 15 and 30 min. In the second
phase (shaded area) one of the frequencies utilized to test the RF is used as conditioned stimulus (CS)
during a classical conditioning protocol in which it predicts the occurrence of the unconditioned stimulus
(US). For pseudo-conditioned animals, this learning phase was replaced by 30 CS/US unpaired presenta-
tions. Third, the RF was redetermined by presenting the tones of di�erent frequencies and intensities in
exactly the same order as before learning. When possible, several post-training RF determinations were
made (immediately after, 1 hr after, and up to 24 hr post-training). (B) The two extreme potential results
that could be expected from such a protocol are represented in B1 and B2. (B1) General increase in ex-
citability. The RF obtained after training (thick curve) is enlarged compared with the pre-training RF
(thin curve). This enlargement is the consequence of increased responses for all the frequencies tested.
Therefore, after training the increased response at the CS frequency (labelled ``d'') is not speci®c for the
CS frequency. Note that in this case the pre-training best frequency (BF) remains at the same frequency
after training. (B2) Tuning change. The same increased response ``d'' is observed at the CS frequency.
Such an increased response does not exist at the pre-training BF. Potentially, if the increased response at
the CS is strong enough, the CS can become the new best frequency of the neuron. This di�erential e�ect

can lead to ``re-tune'' the neuron to the CS frequency.
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Subsequent studies described other characteristics
of selective RF changes. First, the rapidity of occur-
rence of the changes was determined by testing the
neurons' RF after 5, 15, 30 training trials. It was
found that speci®c e�ects could be detected after
®ve training trials; the percentage of selective e�ects
slightly increased after 15 trials, but was not larger
after 30 trials (Edeline et al., 1993). Second, the
selectivity of the e�ects occurring during discrimi-
nation, when more than two stimuli are presented
during training, was determined (see Figs 3 and 4).
After discrimination training, there were selective
increases in favour of the CS+ in 49% of the cases
(20/41 recordings) and no selective increase for the
CSÿ frequency (Edeline and Weinberger, 1993).
Similar e�ects were also reported after instrumental
training involving a two tone discrimination (Bakin
et al., 1996). This last result is of importance since
during instrumental conditioning, once the subject
has learned the appropriate response, the level of

fear at the CS is probably reduced compared with
the fear occurring at the CS presentation during
classical conditioning. Therefore, the expression of
selective RF changes does not seem to depend upon
the level of fear present during the training situation.
As stated in Section 3.2, combining a sensory

physiology experiment and a learning experiment
within the same protocol forces to test the RF after
the training session. To avoid this situation, Ohl
and colleagues (Ohl et al., 1992; Ohl and Scheich,
1996) designed a protocol where the RFs were tested
at the same time as the training session took place.
In this protocol, pure tones were delivered in a
pseudo-random order with an intertone interval ran-
ging from 250 msec to 3 sec (the interval was kept
constant for a given experiment). After checking the
stability of the neurons RF, the rate of acoustic
stimulations was kept the same but one of the tones
was followed by a mild electrotactile stimulation on
the animal's tail. Because no change in the presen-

Fig. 3. Neuronal retuning of auditory cortex neurons. Two individual examples of selective RF changes
obtained after discrimination training are presented in (A) and (B). (A) For this cell, testing the pre-
training RF at 50 dB revealed evoked responses from 5 to 12 kHz, the BF (eliciting the largest re-
sponses) was at 10 kHz. During training, the frequency paired with the unconditioned stimulus (US) was
12 kHz, while the frequency never paired with the US was 6 kHz. When the RF was tested post-training,
large increased responses were observed at the CS+ frequency, while decreased responses were observed
at many other frequencies, including the pre-training BF and the CSÿ frequency. These di�erential
e�ects allowed the CS+ to become the new best frequency after training. This e�ect was observed both
immediately post-training and 1 hr post-training. (B) For this cell, the RF tested at 80 dB revealed re-
sponses from 2 to 5.5 kHz with a pre-training BF at 3.5 kHz. The CS+ was selected to be 4 kHz and
the CSÿ was selected to be 2.5 kHz. Both immediately and 1 hr post-training, the responses at the CS+
frequency were increased in such a way that the CS+ became the new BF of the cell. Note that, in this
case, this neuronal re-tuning occurred with general increased responses, increases at the CSÿ and BF re-

sponses were also obtained (modi®ed from Edeline and Weinberger, 1993).
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tation of the acoustic stimuli occurred, the introduc-
tion of the US was the only cue that indicated to the
animal the onset of the training session. It is worth
pointing out that in this situation, the animal was
engaged in a discrimination task between a single
CS+ and 11 CSÿ . Using this protocol, selective
e�ects were reported in the primary cortex of awake
mongolian gerbils. However, these selective e�ects
consisted of decreased responses or no changes at
the CS+ frequency, while responses at frequencies
adjacent to the CS+ were increased. According to
the authors, such e�ects contribute to building a
local gradient (or to enhance a pre-existing local
gradient), which allows the read-out of the CS+ fre-
quency without interfering with the read-out of the
neurons' BF. Although very attractive, these ®nd-
ings have to be attenuated by the fact that there is
no proof that the animals actually learned about the
CS + : the animals exhibited continuous bradycar-
dia during the RF tests where the US was present,
and therefore there is no guarantee that the animal
has identi®ed one given frequency as predictive of
the US. However, the merit of this study is to
emphasize that increased responses might not be the
only way to code a newly learned aspect of an
acoustic stimulus. In fact, these ideas were implicitly
present in some initial studies: ®rst, because during
training trials there were as many decreases as
increases in AI (Weinberger et al., 1984a) and AII
(Diamond and Weinberger, 1984); and second,
because in the post-training RF, several cells
behaved like ``notch ®lters''* (see for explanation
the appendix in Diamond and Weinberger, 1989), a
®nding which is close to the formation of a local
gradient in Ohl and Scheich (1996) experiment.
Lastly, recent ®ndings point out that, after beha-

vioural training, the temporal characteristics of the
neuronal responses can be di�erentially a�ected at
the CS frequency vs at neighbourhood of the CS fre-
quency (Ohl and Scheich, 1997). This means that
the spectro-temporal characteristics of auditory
neurons can be modi®ed by learning (the usefulness
of the spectro-temporal characterization can be
found in Eggermont et al., 1981). Such results might
have important implications, since it is usually
assumed that learning can a�ect both the strength
of the responses and the time-course of the re-
sponses, and therefore integrated rate measures of
neuronal responses and RFs may reveal only one
aspect of the e�ects of learning on sensory proces-
sing.

3.3.2. Description of the RF Plasticity in the
Auditory Thalamus

As pointed in Section 2, the anatomy forces one
to consider the thalamus and cortex as two levels of
processing that can hardly be dissociated. Therefore,
one can wonder whether or not the e�ects described
at the cortical level were already present in the audi-
tory thalamus. Because studies have pointed that,
within the same animal, learning can produce di�er-
ent e�ects in anatomical divisions of the MGB

(Ryugo and Weinberger, 1978), it was logical to
analyze separately the RF changes in these di�erent
divisions. Experimental evidences demonstrated
unambiguously selective RF plasticity in favour of
the CS frequency in all MGB divisions. As summar-
ized in Table 2, using very stringent criteria, selec-
tive RF changes represented between 29% and 55%
of the observed results. However, several important
di�erences exist between thalamic divisions in terms
of (i) time course of the e�ects, (ii) constraints for
the occurrence of the e�ects.
A ®rst study described the e�ects occurring in the

dorsal division. From 38 recordings obtained in this
division, 55% (21/38) showed selective e�ects after
conditioning; 16/21 were selective increases and 5/21
were selective decreases. In all cases, when a selec-
tive e�ect was observed immediately after training,
it maintained and was sometimes more selective 1 hr
after training (Edeline and Weinberger, 1991a). In
the ventral division, MGv, selective e�ects were
observed for 29% of the recordings (5/17 cases).
Two major constraints were detected in this div-
ision. First, these e�ects were short-lasting: they dis-
sipated or totally disappeared 1 hr after training.
Second, the selective e�ects only occurred if the CS
frequency was selected within 1/8 of an octave from
the pre-training BF; otherwise general increase in
the neurons' RF was observed after training
(Edeline and Weinberger, 1991b). Thus in the MGv,
it is possible to predict the occurrence of selective
RF plasticity. Also, this points out a potential bias
in selecting the CS frequency based on the pre-train-
ing RF: in the particular case of the MGv data, the
results of the experiment could have been 0% of
selective e�ects if the CS was always selected far
away from the BF, but it could have been 100% of
selective e�ects if the CS was always selected close
to the BF. Nonetheless, as this type of experiment
was done ``blind'', i.e. without knowing in which
MGB division a given neuron was recorded, the
logical conclusion of these studies should be that the
probability of observing selective RF plasticity in
the ventral division is lower than the probability of
observing such e�ects in the dorsal division (Figs 5±
9).
The results obtained in the medial, magnocellular

part of the MGB (MGm) corroborated the ®ndings
presented above (Edeline and Weinberger, 1992).
Selective e�ects were obtained for 48% of the
recordings (14/29) and as in the MGd, these e�ects
were still present when tested 1 hr after training.
Given that the MGm is probably the most hetero-
geneous part of the MGB, with both narrowly
tuned and broadly tuned cells, with long and short
latency responses (Calford, 1983), detailed analyses
were carried out to look for predictors of the neur-
onal re-tuning. Selective RF plasticity was observed
for both narrowly tuned cells and broadly tuned
cells, but a di�erential evolution of the e�ects was
noted. For the narrowly tuned cells, the e�ects
tended to dissipate as in the MGv: the increase at
the CS was smaller and the selectivity was impaired
1 hr after training. In contrast, for the broadly
tuned cells, the e�ects tended to develop with time:
the increase at the CS frequency was larger and the
selectivity was improved 1 hr after training. Again,

*A notch-®lter has a broad bandpass with a cut-o�
around a given frequency.
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needless to say that this type of relations are pre-
cious because they can give clues concerning the
conditions of occurrence (and of maintenance) of
selective plasticity. These relationships suggest that
the narrower the initial tuning of the cell, the shorter
the duration of the selective changes observed after
training. As it is often assumed that narrow RFs,
characteristic of MGv neurons, are maintained by
lateral inhibitions (Allon et al., 1981; Pelleg-Toiba
and Wollberg, 1989; Phillips et al., 1985; Shamma
and Symmes, 1985), it is conceivable that strong lat-
eral inhibition networks play a role either in the
probability of occurrence of the selective changes, or
in the duration of these e�ects.

3.3.3. Relationship Between RF Modi®cations and
Behavioural Responses

In the ®rst cortical studies, it was mentioned that,
although the animals expressed clear behavioural
CR during the conditioning trials, they did not
express any behavioural response during the post-
conditioning RF determination, even during the
presentation of the CS (e.g., Fig. 4 in Diamond and
Weinberger, 1989). Also, in a discrimination task,
the same percentage of selective RF changes was
observed when a di�cult discrimination prevented
the animals from expressing behavioural discrimi-
nation and when an easy discrimination allowed the
animals to express behavioural discrimination
(Edeline and Weinberger, 1993). This could be due
to the fact that the easier the task at the behavioural
level (i.e. when the CS+ and the CSÿ are far apart),
the more di�cult it should be to induce a neuronal
re-tuning since in this case the CS+ frequency is

taken far away from the pre-training BF (see for dis-
cussion Edeline and Weinberger, 1993).
This absence of relationship could also be the

consequence of the fact that the auditory cortex is
necessary neither for discrimination between pure
tones, nor for the expression of the behavioural re-
sponse used in these studies (pupillary dilatation in
the cat and bradycardia in the guinea-pig). As the
MGB and its connections with the amygdala are
necessary for the acquisition of fear conditioning
(see for review, LeDoux, 1990), a relationship could
have been expected at the thalamic level, especially
in the MGm which sends direct input to the amyg-
dala (Bordi and LeDoux, 1994; Clugnet et al., 1990;
LeDoux et al., 1985). But, whatever (i) the indices
used to quantify the behavioural responses, (ii) the
indices used to quantify the selective RF changes
and (iii) the division of the MGB, there was also no
relationship between the RF changes and the beha-
vioural performance (Fig. 10). Of course, one could
simply consider that it is not relevant to look for re-
lationships between the neuronal plasticity observed
at the SU or MU level and a behavioural perform-
ance in vertebrate preparations. Nonetheless, such
relationships were obtained in other situations (see
Section 5.3.1).

3.3.4. Relationship Between RF Modi®cations and
Training Trials Data

As the changes of SU responses during the train-
ing trials were increases or decreases (Weinberger et
al., 1984a; Diamond and Weinberger, 1984), and as
the RF changes obtained in AII/VE were increases
or decreases (Diamond and Weinberger, 1986,
1989), it was logical to look for relationships

Fig. 4. Neuronal re-tuning of auditory cortex neurons across intensity. The data collected at all the
intensities tested are shown on a 3-dimensional graph where the x-axis is frequency, the y-axis the re-
sponse magnitude and the z-axis is the intensity (10 dB step). (A) The pre-training RF determination
revealed that at all the intensities the BF was at 27 kHz. The CS+ was selected in a ``valley'' at 22 kHz,
and the CSÿ was a secondary peak at 39 kHz. (B) Immediately post-training there were pronounced
decreased responses at the pre-training BF across intensity. Increased responses were observed at the
CS+ frequency and decreased responses at the CSÿ frequency. (C) One hour post-training, the only
peak of excitation was around the CS+ frequency. Note that the selective increase at the CS+ fre-
quency can be observed across intensity for both the immediately post and the 1 hr post RF (modi®ed

from Edeline and Weinberger, 1993).

Table 2. Percentage of CS-speci®c e�ects in the di�erent divisions of the medial geniculate body. A change in the RF has to meet three
stringent criteria to be classi®ed as CS-speci®c e�ects: (i) the maximum change in the RF has to be at the CS frequency, (ii) the band-
width of the changes has to be20.25 octave around the CS and (iii) the change at the CS frequency has to be at least 50% greater than
the change at the pre-training best frequency (for details see Edeline and Weinberger, 1991a, Edeline and Weinberger, 1991b, Edeline and

Weinberger, 1992)

Associative training Non-associative training

CS-speci®c Generala CS-speci®cb Generalc

Anatomical MGd 55% (21/38)d 45% (17/38) 0% (0/6) 100% (6/6)
Thalamic MGv 29% (5/17) 71% (12/17) 0% (0/6) 100% (6/6)
Divisions MGm 48% (14/29) 52% (15/29) 0% (0/13) 100% (13/13)

aIn all thalamic divisions, there were both general decreases and general increases after associative training. For example, there were 8/17
general increases in the MGd, 11/12 general increases in the MGv and 7/15 general increases in the MGm.bThe recordings obtained
during pseudo-conditioning never met the three criteria de®ned above and therefore none of them was classi®ed as CS-speci®c.cThere was
both general increases and decreases after pseudo-conditioning training. For example, there were 6/6 general increases in the MGd, 4/6
general increases in the MGv and 8/13 general increases in the MGm.dIn the MGd, 16/21 CS-speci®c e�ects were speci®c increases and 5/
21 were speci®c decreases.
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between the e�ects induced during the conditioning
trials and the e�ects expressed after training in the
post-training RF. The study by Diamond and
Weinberger (1989) precisely described the lack of re-
lationship between the e�ects observed during and
after training. The authors have proposed that the
RF plasticity observed in these cortical areas are
``context dependent''. This explanation is based on

the fact that the animal is able to perceive that the
situation di�ers during training and post-training.
As the animal did not express CRs at CS presen-
tation during the post-training RF while it expressed
CRs during training, it can be assumed that the ani-
mal recognized the context in which the CS was pre-
sented: When the CS is presented within a rapid
sequence of tones in ascending order (with a inter-

Fig. 5. Neuronal retuning of neurons in the dorsal division of the Medial Geniculate Body (MGd).
Three examples of neuronal re-tuning at the CS+ frequency are presented (modi®ed from Edeline
and Weinberger, 1991a). (A) For this recording obtained in the deep dorsal nucleus at 70 dB, deter-
mination of the pre-training RF revealed responses from 8 to 11 kHz and a best frequency at 10
kHz. The CS frequency was selected at 9 kHz. The post-training RF showed that the responses at
the CS were increased, but more importantly the responses were modi®ed across the frequency
dimension in such a way that the whole RF seems to shift toward the CS frequency. (B) This neuron
recorded in the suprageniculate showed at 60 dB a broad pre-training RF extending from 17 to 30
kHz, with a BF at 17 kHz. The CS frequency used during training was at 26 kHz. The post-training
RF showed increased responses at and around the CS frequency and no increased responses at the
pre-training BF. This di�erential e�ect led to re-tune the neuron at the CS frequency despite the in-
itial important distance between CS and pre-training BF. (C) Selective re-tuning observed 1 hr post-
training for a recording obtained in the depth dorsal nucleus. Pre-training a symmetrical RF centred
around the BF at 12 kHz. The CS frequency used during training was 10 kHz. One hour post-train-
ing, the responses were decreased at almost all the frequencies tested, except at the CS frequency

which exhibited increased responses, and was the new BF.
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tone interval 1±2 sec) repeated 10±20 times, the con-
text can be considered as ``safe''. When the CS is
presented alone with a large intertone interval (1±2
min) followed by the US, the context can be con-
sidered as ``unsafe''. According to the authors, the
expression of neuronal plasticity in the auditory cor-
tex is context-dependent, that is the physiological
events triggered by the contextual cues are powerful
enough to change the plasticity in one direction or
in the other. It could be argued that this lack of re-
lationship between training results and RF results is
the consequence of the complexity of the tuning
curves in the area AII and VE. However, this lack
of relationship was also noted in data coming from
the di�erent thalamic divisions (Edeline and
Weinberger, unpublished observations).

3.4. Map Changes After Behavioural Training

3.4.1. Preliminary Remarks

The rationale to look for map changes after beha-
vioural training should have come as the logical
consequence of the description of selective RF
changes after learning experiments. However, the
chronological order was not the rational one: map
changes were described before (or at the same time)
as the selective RF changes. The main reason was
probably that in other sensory modalities, map
changes were already reported in the adult cortex
after peripheral injuries (Merzenich et al., 1983a,b),
and temptations were strong to look for changes
after behavioural training.

Fig. 6. Distribution of the percentage of changes obtained across all the recordings in the MGd at the
CS frequency (A) vs at other frequency (B). Distribution of normalized di�erence scores obtained for
the CS frequency (paired with the US) and for the non-CS frequencies (non-paired with the US). For
each recording, the response to the frequency which displayed the maximum change in the post-training
RF from the pre-training RF had a normalized score of 2100% (for a maximum change being an
increase or a decrease, respectively). Lesser changes to other frequencies were scaled to this value. (A)
For the CS frequency, the distribution di�ers signi®cantly from a normal distribution centred around
0% change, due to the large number of recordings exhibiting +100% changes. (B) For the non-CS fre-
quencies, the distribution was not signi®cantly di�erent from a normal distribution centred around 0%.
The two distributions were signi®cantly di�erent (w2 = 40.13, df = 10, p< 0.0001). From Edeline and

Weinberger (1991a), unpublished observations.
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As explained brie¯y in the introduction, it is
usually assumed that close relationships exist
between RF and maps, because the selectivity of
neurons for a particular dimension, revealed by its
RF, is interpreted as a local sign of topography.
Therefore, when the neurons' RF exhibit selective
re-tuning after training, it is assumed that the map
for this stimulus dimension is changed accordingly
(see Fig. 11). However, there are several limitations
to this assumption. First, this relationship between
RF and maps is only true for ®rst-order topographic
maps (see FreÂ gnac and Bienenstock, 1998). Second,
it is totally unknown what is the percentage of neur-
ons that had to exhibit selective changes in order for
a map reorganization to be detected.* Third, the
2DG map changes discussed in Section 3.4.2 were

inferred from the comparison between patterns of
2DG labelling obtained in animals submitted to as-
sociative training and those submitted to di�erent
control situations. As the injection of the radioactive
tracer is made before training, the results obtained
during this situation should be compared with the
results obtained in electrophysiological experiments
during the training trials, and not with the results
obtained in the post-training RF determination.
Fourth, the electrophysiological maps discussed in
Section 3.4.3 were obtained after extensive training
and were tested under general anaesthesia, not in
the waking state as is the case for the post-training
RF determination.
Up to now, there is no direct demonstration that

the map changes inferred from the 2DG labelling
are equivalent to the SU changes obtained during
training trials. Also, there is no direct demonstration
that the map changes inferred from sampling SU ac-
tivity under general anaesthesia after weeks of train-
ing are equivalent to testing the RFs immediately

Fig. 7. Transient neuronal retuning of neurons in the ventral division of the Medial Geniculate Body
(MGv). Two examples of neuronal re-tuning at the CS+ frequency are presented (modi®ed from
Edeline and Weinberger, 1991b). (A) At 40 dB this recording exhibited responses from 27 to 37 kHz
with a best frequency at 29 kHz. The CS frequency was selected at 27 kHz. Immediately post-training
(top), there were large increased responses at the CS, and no changes at many other frequencies.
However, when the R was tested 1 hr post training (bottom), the responses evoked at the CS frequency
were identical to those obtained before training, while the responses at the pre-training BF were
increased. (B) For this neuron testing, the RF at 50 dB revealed a BF at 0.7 kHz and weak responses
from 0.5 to 0.9 kHz. Immediately after training (top) the responses at the CS frequency (0.8 kHz) were
largely increased, while the responses at the pre-training BF (0.7 kHz) and many other frequencies were
decreased. One hour after training (bottom) the responses at the CS and pre-training BF were similar to

those observed pre-training and the RF was virtually identical to the pre-training RF.

*Note that most mapping studies use multiunit record-
ings to determine the selectivity for a particular dimension
at a given location, and that in many cases the authors aim
at layer IV.
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after training. Finally, there is no direct demon-
stration that the map changes inferred from the
2DG labelling obtained during training are equival-
ent to the map changes inferred from sampling the
SU under general anaesthesia after weeks of train-
ing. For these reasons, I consider that these di�erent
characterizations of learning-induced sensory plas-
ticity have to be examined keeping in mind the con-
ditions in which the results were obtained. They can,
or cannot, re¯ect the same general processes; they
can, or cannot, be governed by the same general
mechanisms.

3.4.2. Map Changes Revealed by 2DG Labelling
After Short-Training

From 1984, Scheich and Gonzalez-Lima started a
line of research that can be viewed as the precursor
of what will be cerebral imaging in the future.

These authors have used 2DG labelling to map
the cellular activity of a large number of brain struc-
tures during the acquisition of classical conditioning
in rats. In their protocol, a FM tone (1.5 sec, used
as CS) is paired with an electrical stimulation of the
mesencephalic reticular formation (0.5 sec, 300±600
mA, used as US). After injection of the radioactive
element, the animals underwent 90 min of classical
conditioning with a trial every 8.5 sec (i.e. about 600
pairing trials), and the bradycardia occurring during
tone presentation was taken as CR. The labelling
obtained on these animals were compared with
those obtained in six control groups of animals sub-
mitted during 90 min to (i) CS alone, (ii) US alone,
(iii) CS in extinction, (iv) 45 min of US then 45 min
of CS, (v) CS/US pseudorandom presentations, (vi)
CS alone after pseudoconditioning.
This protocol was used to describe the e�ects

obtained in the subcortical auditory structures

Fig. 8. Neuronal retuning of neurons in the medial division of the Medial Geniculate Body (MGm).
Two examples of neuronal re-tuning at the CS frequency are presented (modi®ed from Edeline and
Weinberger, 1992). (A) At 70 dB determination of the pre-training RF indicated responses from 1.5 to 5
kHz with a BF at 2.5 kHz. The CS frequency was selected to be at 4.5 kHz. Both immediately and 1 hr
after training, the responses were increased at the CS frequency. The responses at the pre-training BF
were not changed immediately post-training, but were decreased 1 hr post-training. The CS was the BF
1 hr after training. (B) At 70 dB these recordings showed narrowly tuned RF centred around the BF at
1.0 kHz. The CS frequency used during training was 0.7 kHz. There were large increased responses at
the CS frequency immediatly post-training, with decreased responses at the initial BF. However, 1 hr
post training, the responses at the CS were only slightly increased and the initial BF showed responses
identical to the pre-training RF. Thus this recording exhibited a transient shift to the CS frequency.
Note that the RF were larger in (A) (f2±f1 = 1.01) than in (B) (f2±f1 = 0.28), which illustrates the fact
that, in the MGm, the broader the initial tuning the better the retention and the selectivity of the neur-

onal re-tuning at the CS frequency.
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(Gonzalez-Lima and Scheich, 1984) and in the audi-
tory cortex (Gonzalez-Lima and Scheich, 1986a). At
the subcortical level, increases in metabolic labelling
were detected in all the structures when the tone was
paired with the US. At each level, the area corre-
sponding to the overlap between the activation
induced by the CS alone and the activation induced
by the US alone, showed increased 2DG labelling
after associative training. In the cochlear nucleus,
superior olivary complex and lateral lemniscus, the
labelling measured in animals submitted to pairing
was larger than those measured in animals sub-
mitted to extinction after pairing. In both conditions
(pairing and extinction), the largest changes were
obtained in the inferior colliculus. At the thalamic
level, the results were di�erent in the MGB div-
isions: in the MGd increases were observed only in

conditioned animals, while in the MGm and MGv
increases were also observed in animals submitted to
US presentations alone; increases were also observed
in the MGm after pseudo-conditioning. At the corti-
cal level, important increased labelling was noted
after conditioning, extinction and pseudo-condition-
ing, but the increases were always larger during con-
ditioning than in the other conditions (Gonzalez-
Lima and Scheich, 1986a).
Before considering these results further, several

points have to be mentioned. First, the stimulation
of the mesencephalic reticular formation (MRF)
used as US seems to produce labelling in the
auditory structures which, although exhibiting a
di�erent spatial distribution, are more or less as
large as those produced by tone presentations. This
suggests that an arousing stimulus can activate the
auditory structures as strongly as an acoustic
stimulus.* Second, at all levels, the zones of overlap
between the CS activation and the US activation are
those exhibiting the strongest conditioned changes.
Therefore, one can consider that the convergence

Fig. 9. Group data from the re-tuning of neurons in the medial division of the Medial Geniculate Body
(MGm). The evolution of the neuronal re-tuning at the CS frequency is represented separately for the
cells that were initially broadly tuned (with large RF) and for cells that were initially narrowly tuned
(with small RF). The broadly tuned recordings which exhibited selective increased responses at the CS
frequency immediately post-conditioning displayed a larger and more selective increase at the CS fre-
quency when tested 1 hr after conditioning [compare (A) and (B)]. The narrowly tuned recording which
exhibited selective increased responses at the CS frequency immediately post-conditioning displayed a
smaller and less selective increase at the CS frequency when tested 1 hr after conditioning [compare (C)
and (D)]. This exempli®es the fact that cells with di�erent initial breadth display di�erent evolution of

the learning-induced RF changes (from Edeline and Weinberger, 1992).

*As the MRF stimulation produces non-habituating
unconditioned responses, it is unclear whether the MRF
stimulation is only an arousing stimulus, or if it has some
nociceptive properties.
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between the non-speci®c a�erences arising from the
MRF and the acoustic a�erences is either a permiss-
ive factor, or is su�cient to produce an increased
metabolic activity in auditory structures.
Two di�erent strategies were used after these in-

itial ®ndings.
On the one hand, Scheich and colleagues focused

on the e�ects induced at the cortical level by di�er-
ent training protocols such as (i) simple classical
conditioning, (ii) active avoidance in a shuttle box
(with a single tone used as CS) and (iii) a discrimi-
native training between CS+ and CSÿ (a response
at the CS+ allowing US avoidance; Scheich and
Simonis, 1991). Simple classical conditioning
increased the cortical distance (by 100±200 mm)
between the two labelled bands obtained in the
tonotopic ®elds AI and AAF. Rather than an
increase in the amount of cortical tissue devoted to
the CS (a 1 kHz tone), this seems to indicate a shift
of the normal CS labelling band toward low fre-
quencies. In contrast, during active avoidance, the
distance between the labelled bands in AI and AAF
was smaller compared to control animals, and the
width of the band was increased in both AI and
AAF. This increase in width was also observed after
discriminative avoidance at the CS+ frequency, and
a marked decrease in labelling was noted at the CSÿ
frequency.
In addition, this team has looked for the potential

consequences of a sensory±sensory conditioning in
the auditory cortex (Cahill et al., 1996). During 40
trials, a ¯ashing light was followed by a tone (in fact
a mild shock was given in 1/3 of the trials to ``main-

tain the state of vigilance of the animal''). Control
animals were submitted to light alone presentations,
or to unpaired presentations of light and tone. On
the following day, after the injection of the radio-
active element, the light alone was presented to all
groups of animals. Analysis of the autoradiograms
revealed no di�erence in overall metabolic activity
of the auditory cortex between groups. However, in
animals for which the light predicted the tone during
training, there was a clear redistribution of the 2DG
labelling between cortical ®elds. There was a greater
activity in the anterior auditory ®eld (AAF) and the
posterior ®elds (DPVP) relative to the activity in the
primary ®eld (AI). This shift in relative labelling
between ®elds re¯ects both an increase in activity in
®elds AAF and DPVP, and a concomitant decrease
in AI activity in response to light stimulus.
According to the authors, these results suggest that
the activity of the auditory cortex cannot be con-
cerned solely with processing various parameters of
the acoustic stimuli. Related to these ®ndings, it is
interesting to note that neuromagnetic responses
recorded in the human auditory cortex during sylla-
ble presentations were modi®ed by visual infor-
mation (Sams et al., 1991). Obviously, this raises
questions concerning the mechanisms by which a
visual stimulus can drive neurons in the auditory
cortex. Even if anatomical studies revealed connec-
tions of auditory cortical ®elds with visual or limbic
cortices (Rouiller et al., 1990, 1991; Vaudano et al.,
1991), these results remained puzzling. These ®nd-
ings stress the fact that the way by which sensory
systems process information is far more complex
than we usually imagine.
On the other hand, Gonzalez-Lima and colleagues

focused on descriptions of the patterns of 2DG lab-
elling occurring in the subcortical structures using a
structural modelling approach. The structural mod-
elling analysis was ®rst conducted with the data
obtained during a short-term and long-term habitu-
ation of the startle re¯ex. The pattern of labelling
obtained after short-term habituation (a single ses-
sion of tone presentation) and after long-term ha-
bituation (®ve sessions of tone presentation),
revealed no di�erence in labelling in the thalamo-
cortical system. In contrast, all the subthalamic
structures displayed higher metabolic activity after
long-term habituation, while the red nucleus and the
entire reticular formation exhibited a lower meta-
bolic activity (Gonzalez-Lima et al., 1989).
Structural equation modelling is a tool traditionally
used in genetics and social sciences for testing hy-
pothesis about causal in¯uences (Bollen, 1989;
JoÈ reskog and SoÈ rbom, 1989). Its application to
neural data requires to construct an anatomical
model of the system and to use the correlation coef-
®cients of activity between brain regions to identify
the functional relationships between structures in a
given experiment. The correlations between areas
are used to assign path coe�cients to the anatomical
connections. The strengths and the signs of these
path coe�cients are compared across experimental
conditions, and are used to determine task-speci®c
interactions within the same anatomical network.
When a functional model of the auditory system
was built using the values obtained from control

Fig. 10. Absence of relationship between behavioural re-
sponses and neuronal re-tuning. The changes in heart-rate
observed at the CS presentation are presented for the ani-
mals on which di�erent neuronal changes were observed in
the dorsal division of the medial geniculate body (MGd):
CS frequency speci®c re-tuning (FS), general changes
(Gen), random changes (Rand) and for a group of animals
submitted to pseudo-conditioning. The ®rst two blocks of
®ve trials were pseudo-random presentations of the CS and
US. Subsequent trials were conditioning trials for the FS,
Gen, Rand groups, but were pseudo-conditioning trials for
the Pseudo group. Small decreases of heart rate were
observed in all groups during the ®rst ®ve trial block
(orienting response). Conditioned bradycardia in the ®rst
block of conditioning (block 3) increased, and was main-
tained in conditioned animals. In contrast, no bradycardia
was detected for the pseudo group. Note the similar acqui-
sition curves for the conditoned animals (FS, Gen, Rand)

regardless the neuronal results.
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animals, the covariance relationships between audi-
tory structures showed little in¯uence of the lemnis-
cal pathway. When the data from the animals
submitted to short-term habituation were used, the
in¯uence of the lemniscal pathway was dominant. In
contrast, the data from the animals submitted to
long-term habituation revealed a decreased in¯uence
of the lemniscal pathway and an increased in¯uence
of the non-lemniscal pathway (McIntosh and
Gonzalez-Lima, 1991). This type of structural analy-
sis was then carried out in a protocol where the
same tone was a Pavlovian-conditioned excitator

(which systematically predicts the US) or a con-
ditioned inhibitor (that systematically predicts the
absence of the US). Surprisingly, the comparisons
between path coe�cients revealed little changes in
the thalamo-cortical auditory system, but the out-
puts of the cochlear nuclei seem to be fundamentally
di�erent. During presentation of the conditioned
excitator, the ventral cochlear nucleus seems to in-
¯uence the lower auditory centres as predicted from
the neuroanatomy. In contrast, during presentation
of a conditioned inhibitor, the in¯uence of the ven-
tral cochlear nucleus on other structures markedly

Fig. 11. Hypothetical relationships between receptive ®eld plasticity and map reorganization. (A1) In the
case of a normal map in the primary auditory cortex the low frequencies are represented in the rostral
pole and the high frequencies are represented in the caudal pole (see for example, Robertson and Irvine,
1989). When neurons are sampled and their best frequency (BF) determined there is a regular pro-
gression of the neurons' BF from high to low when the electrode is moved from caudal to rostral. Based
on this graph it is possible to interpolate the size of the cortical representation of a frequency: for
example, the grey area delineates the area where neurons have a BF of 10 kHz, which extends from 0.45
to 0.95 mm (500 mm). (A2) At a particular location (white dot), the RF of a neuron with a BF of 12 kHz
is presented. The frequency of 10 kHz is selected during conditioning. (B2) After training, a selective
increase of the responses to 10 kHz allow the same neuron to have a new BF at 10 kHz. As in other lo-
cations the same shift of tuning of individual neurons is observed the size of the 10 kHz representation is
enlarged: neurons with BF of 10 kHz are found from 1.35 to 0.35 mm from the rostral pole (1000 mm).
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decreased, while extra-auditory in¯uences on the
dorsal cochlear nucleus were largely increased
re¯ecting possible interactions of this nucleus with
extra-auditory regions (McIntosh and Gonzalez-
Lima, 1993).
Although surprising, these results raise problems

that cannot easily be addressed by electrophysiologi-
cal techniques. Given the large number of feedback
loops that exist in any sensory system (Section 2), it
is impossible to interpret the changes in neural ac-
tivity occurring in a given brain locus without know-
ing what is occurring upstream and downstream.
Thus, this type of work points out a trivial notion:
interactions between structures can be centripetal
and/or centrifugal. A weakness of this work is that
non-auditory structures, non-incorporated in the
model (e.g. the neuromodulatory systems), can in¯u-
ence the activity of the auditory structures. The
authors were aware of this problem, since they
included in the path equations a residual error fac-
tor which is supposed to account for the in¯uence of
structures non-incorporated in the models.
However, it is very di�cult to estimate how a given
neuromodulator will a�ect the reactivity of neurons
at di�erent levels of a sensory system, and how the
combinations of di�erent neuromodulators will
a�ect the neurons at a given level in the system.
Compared with electrophysiological data, the

2DG technique has the enormous advantage to give,
within the same animal, information about the reac-
tivity of a large number of structures. The data
obtained with this technique stress the fact that
learning a�ects the way by which information is
processed in the entire auditory network, and there-
fore they plead for applying the same electrophysio-
logical analyses to lower levels of the auditory
system.
One of the obvious pitfalls of the 2DG technique

is its lack of temporal resolution, as it is necessary
to average tens of trials in a short amount of time to
obtain an adequate labelling. The consequence is
that, as with any ex-vivo imaging technique, it is im-
possible to access the ¯ow of activity occurring
during a training trial, i.e. to determine the sequen-
tial order of neuronal reactivity at the presentation
of a signi®cant stimulus. Also, a disadvantage of the
2DG is that only one single set of data can be
obtained with a given animal, no multiple acqui-
sition or retention data can be obtained with this
technique as with any ex-vivo technique. A last pro-
blem is, of course, to know what type of activity is
exactly revealed by the 2DG technique: the neuronal
activity (in terms of action potentials or in terms of
membrane potential) or the activity of astrocytes
(the glycogene reservoir of the brain); the somatic
activity or the activity of a�erent terminals? This
cannot be neglected if one wants to compare these
data with electrophysiological results. It is imposs-
ible to detail here the intensive ®eld of research that,
starting from the original study by Sokolo� and col-
leagues (Sokolo� et al., 1977), has investigated the
relationships between neuronal activity and oxi-
dative energy metabolism (see for reviews Gonzalez-
Lima, 1992; Sokolo� and Takahashi, 1996), but for
the purpose of the present review, few ®ndings
obtained in auditory structures have to be men-

tioned. First, in the auditory cortex analogue of
chick, ®eld L, a combined 2DG and electrophysio-
logical study has showed the congruence between
metabolic activity and extracellular (action poten-
tials) activity. The stripes of 2DG labelling observed
using presentations of a pure tone frequency
matched the electrode tracks yielding neurons with
the same best frequency (Theurich et al., 1984).
However, if some studies have found a good match
between units discharges and 2DG labelling
(ServieÁ re and Webster, 1981; Webster et al., 1978),
other studies have pointed that the 2DG stripes cor-
respond better with the presynaptic a�erent volley
than with the somatic discharges (Auker et al.,
1983). More generally, a dominant contribution of
the a�erent terminals in the 2DG labelling seems to
exist in structures where there is an important
spatial segregation between the a�erent terminals
and the zone generating action potentials, as is the
case in the fascia dentata in the hippocampus
(Gonzalez-Lima and Scheich, 1986b) or in some
bird auditory nuclei (Lippe et al., 1980).

3.4.3. Map Reorganizations Revealed by Units
Sampling After Extensive Training

Up to now, the most classical technique to map a
sensory area is to sample units (or clusters of units)
at regularly spaced locations, and to determine the
units RF and the preferred stimulus for a particular
dimension at each location. This technique was
extensively used to describe the reorganizations tak-
ing place after peripheral injuries, especially by
Merzenich and colleagues. This laboratory has
designed several experiments to test the e�ects of
training in the somatosensory cortex (see Section
4.3) and in the auditory cortex. The common fea-
tures of these experiments were the followings: in
both cases, adult monkeys were trained during sev-
eral months to perform a behavioural task that
forces the animal to focus its attention on a given
stimulus to obtain an appetitive reward. In both
cases, the task involved detecting small di�erences
in a particular dimension of the stimulus. In both
cases, the rationale was that after extensive training,
testing the selectivity of cluster recordings under
general anaesthesia will reveal selective changes in
the maps in favour of the stimulus used during
training. In both cases, the behavioural perform-
ances were analyzed using the Signal Detection
Theory (Green and Swets, 1966), which allows to
characterize the psychometric function of each ani-
mal and thus to quantify potential changes in the
subject's strategy (quanti®cation of false-alarm and
miss).
In the acoustic version of this task, the animals

were trained to detect a change in tonal frequency
during presentation of pairs of tones. The ®rst tone
(S1) was 2.5 kHz, 3.0 kHz, 5 kHz or 8 kHz, depend-
ing on the animal. The second tone (S2) was at a
fraction of octave from S1 and the di�erence in fre-
quency between S1 and S2 (DF) was decreased
across training sessions. In a given trial, 2±11 S1
stimuli were delivered before the S2 stimulus, and
only a response to S2 was rewarded. There were
400±750 trials in a daily session and from examin-
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ation of the ®gures it seems that there were 61±120
training sessions. Considerable improvement in
behavioural performance were observed: For each
animal, the mean value of the di�erential threshold
(DF/F) strongly decreased with training, and the
psychometric functions were shifted toward the left.
Because (i) the slope of the psychometric function
increased, (ii) the percentage of false-alarms
remained below 15% and (iii) the d' factor (based
on a roc analysis) tended to increase, it was con-
cluded that the animals' internal criteria by which
they made a response was unchanged.
The electrophysiological data were from three

trained animals, two passively stimulated animals
and three naive animals. The authors reported that
the number of cortical sites and the total cortical
area responding to the frequency used during beha-
vioural training were increased compared to those
responding to frequencies not used during training.
Several indices used to quantify the map reorganiza-
tions support this claim (see Figs 12 and 13 in
Recanzone et al., 1993), even if the selectivity of the
reorganization is di�cult to estimate (see Figs 10
and 11 in Recanzone et al., 1993). Two properties of
the neuronal responses were apparently a�ected by
training. First, the bandwidth of the tuning curves
(quanti®ed by the Q10dB and the Q40dB) was nar-
rower in the experimental animals compared with
the naive animals (but passively stimulated animals
also showed some increases). Second, there was an
increase in the minimum latency of the responses for
the three trained animals, and to a lesser extent in
passively stimulated animals.
Obviously, the technical di�culties of these exper-

iments prevent to have the appropriate number of
subjects to deepen some aspects of these results. As
recognized by the authors, there is a large inter-ani-
mal variability of the frequency representation in
naive animals. The idiosyncrasies of primates AI or-
ganization plead for the use of each animal as its
own control, which is very di�cult to do with elec-
trophysiological mapping. Providing that a correct
spatial resolution can be achieved, future studies
using cerebral imaging techniques should be able to
con®rm and extend these promising data. They
might also allow to test for potential contributions
of subcortical structures in these cortical reorganiza-
tions.

3.4.4. Resume

At the RF level, associative training produces
selective changes for at least 50% of the cortical
cells. In the non-primary cortical areas (AII/VE),
the changes were increases or decreases, while only
selective increases were reported after di�erent types
of associative training in the primary cortex. These
selective increases promote a neuronal re-tuning at
the frequency that was signi®cant during training.
After pseudoconditioning, such selective e�ects were
never observed, but general increases in the neurons
RF were often reported. Selective re-tuning was also
observed after conditioning in all the anatomical
divisions of the auditory thalamus. At the thalamic
level, long-lasting e�ects were obtained in the non-
lemniscal divisions and short-lasting e�ects were

obtained in the lemniscal division. Because of its
fast decay, one cannot consider that the plasticity of
the lemniscal division is directly responsible of the
cortical plasticity. Nor it is possible to say that corti-
cal plasticity contributes to the thalamic plasticity.
However, it remains possible (i) that the long-lasting
e�ects observed in non-lemniscal divisions contrib-
ute to the expression of long-lasting cortical plas-
ticity; or (ii) that the corticofugal pathways promote
long-lasting thalamic plasticity. We have previously
discussed this point (Edeline and Weinberger, 1992)
and proposed that the di�erent components of the
thalamo-cortical systems operate in an integrated
manner rather that in a ``serial chain'' manner. Each
component might provide its own contribution:
plasticity in the thalamus, although not simply pro-
jected to a passive cortex, can play a key role in cor-
tical plasticity. Also, as the MGm projects to layer I
of all auditory cortical ®elds, it could activate di�er-
ent cortical areas and thus ``binds'' di�erent dimen-
sions of the acoustic stimuli. Lastly, both at the
thalamic and cortical level no relationship was
found with the behavioural expression of learning.
There was also no relationship between the e�ects
induced during the conditioning trials and the e�ects
observed in the post-training RF.
The results from the map changes revealed by

electrophysiological recordings can be viewed as a
clear con®rmation of the selective RF plasticity.
That the total cortical area responding to the fre-
quency used during training (the CS) was found to
be larger than that representing other frequencies,
can be viewed as the logical consequence of the fact
that neurons shift their tuning at the CS frequency
(Fig. 11). However, the 2DG mapping studies seem
to point to potential limits of such view: depending
on the training procedure the e�ects on the fre-
quency cortical representation are di�erent. But
also, the 2DG studies revealed that during simple
learning situations, the lower levels of the auditory
system changed their activity as much as the tha-
lamo-cortical system.

4. EFFECTS OF LEARNING IN THE
SOMATOSENSORY SYSTEM

4.1. The E�ects of Sensory±Sensory Association on
RF

In the ®rst set of experiments described below, no
overt behavioural response was recorded while an
association between two events was carried out.
Although the status of sensory±sensory association
has long been debated (Brogden, 1939), theoreti-
cians of classical conditioning clearly consider now
that associations between ``neutral'' stimuli belong
to the ®eld of associative learning (see Rescorla,
1980, pp. 25±40). Higher-order conditioning (or sec-
ond-order conditioning) and sensory pre-condition-
ing are the two protocols used to reveal these
associations (see Mackintosh, 1974, p. 19). Even
more important, these associations are now con-
sidered as crucial tools to investigate the richness of
the associations that can be formed during learning
(Rescorla, 1980; Gallistel, 1990). Therefore, the data
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presented (Delacour et al., 1987) obtained in
undrugged, fully awake animals can be considered
as an associative training where the animal has to
detect the relationship between the two stimuli that
were explicitly paired. In this protocol, the stimu-
lation of a single vibrissea (used as CS) preceded the
stimulation of a bundle of vibrissea (used as US).
During at least 50 trials, the stimulation of the single
vibrissea was followed 500 msec later by the stimu-
lation of the bundle of vibrissea with an inter-trial
interval of 8 sec. Two types of e�ects were observed.
First, in 5/13 cases the responses to the CS were
increased. This increase mainly stems from the dis-
appearance of the inhibition that normally follows
the short-latency ``on'' excitatory response. Second,
in 7/36 cases for which there was no pre-existing re-
sponse before pairing, responses to the CS emerged
after pairing (Delacour et al., 1987). The authors
reported that in addition to the changes at the CS
presentation, there were similar increased responses
at the US presentation: the a�erent inhibition disap-
peared and was replaced by a sustained response. In
some cases, the e�ects persisted up to 20 min after
the end of pairing. Quanti®cation of the electro-
encephalogram (EEG) suggests that during the pair-
ing trials there was no sign of increased vigilance;
there was even a slight increase in the relative power
of the 5±11 Hz band and a decrease of the 26±50
Hz band across trials.
In a subset of cells which did not initially show re-

sponses to the CS, but which did after pairing, the
contribution of a cholinergic mechanism in the pair-
ing-induced e�ect was tested (Delacour et al., 1990).
Iontophoretic applications of atropine were per-
formed at the vicinity of the recorded neurons once
the pairing procedure had induced responses at the
CS. In 10/11 cases, atropine abolished the responses
to CS presentation, and restored the initial re-
sponses to US presentation.* In addition, it was
observed that iontophoretic application of ACh
mimicked the e�ects induced by the CS±US pairing:
ACh application abolished the a�erent inhibition
and promoted sustained response to US presen-
tation.
A variance of the protocol used by Delacour and

colleagues was designed by Diamond and colleagues
(Diamond et al., 1993, 1994). In their protocol, all
but two a�erences of the barrel cortex were
removed, and, after 65 hr of experience with the two
intact vibrissea (either D2 and D1, or D2 and D3),
units were sampled under general anaesthesia in the
somatosensory cortex corresponding to the D2 whis-
ker representation. The responses to the D2 whisker
and to the other intact whisker (D1 or D3) were
increased compared with the responses collected
from normal animals (Diamond et al., 1993). In ad-
dition, after only 24 hr of this ``whisker-pairing''
protocol, neurons from the supragranular and infra-
granular layers exhibited plasticity, while neurons
from the granular layers (400±800 mm below pia)

did not show biased responses in favour of the D-
paired whiskers (Diamond et al., 1994). It is di�cult
to compare these results with those obtained in a
learning situation for several reasons. First, in the
``whisker-pairing'' protocol, it is unknown how
many pairing trials actually took place during the 65
(or the 24 hr) of the protocol. Second, as the animal
was free to use the two whiskers to explore its en-
vironment, the exact pattern of whisker activation
was totally undetermined: which whisker was acti-
vated before the other and what was the interval
between the two whiskers activation? These par-
ameters which seem crucial for arti®cial forms of
Hebbian plasticity (see Section 6.1.1) were uncon-
trolled here. Third, it is unknown if these pairing
trials indeed involved the animals' attention as it is
the case in an acute pairing protocol. Therefore,
although extremely interesting, the whisker-pairing
protocol should be considered as the equivalent of
the digit syndactyly procedure described in Section
4.3 (Allard et al., 1991; Clark et al., 1988): it is a
case of experience-induced plasticity, which may or
may not involve learning processes.

4.2. Associative Training and Map Changes Revealed
by 2DG Labelling

As in the auditory system (Section 3.4), the use of
the 2DG technique was useful to extend the ®ndings
obtained with SU recordings, and to study how an
entire map reorganizes after a training procedure.
However, as for the above mentioned studies using
SU analysis (Section 4.1), most of the work using
the 2DG labelling did not really involve behavioural
training, but simply imposed the use of a single
vibrissea in a freely moving animal by cutting all
but one vibrissea (in this case, the C3 vibrissea was
usually left intact). Using such protocols, several
laboratories have described that a few weeks after,
the C3 vibrissea column activated by the spared
vibrissea is larger (especially in layer V and II) than
the column activated in control animals (Hand,
1982; Kossut et al., 1988; Levin and Dunn-Meynell,
1991).
Up to now, the protocol used by Siucinska and

Kossut (1996) is the only one where changes of
2DG map were described after behavioural training.
In many aspects, this protocol is close to those used
by several laboratories to describe RF and map
changes in the auditory system. Mice were sub-
mitted to classical conditioning during which strok-
ing the whiskers of row B on one side of the snout
(used as CS) was followed by a mild tail shock (used
as US). Changes in heart rate attested that the ani-
mals learned about the predictive value of the CS
(Siucinska and Kossut, 1996). After 3 days of train-
ing (with 40 trials per day and a 6 sec intertrial
interval), a mapping session was performed either 1,
3, or 5 days after training. Compared with results
presented below, it is important to mention that the
mapping session was carried out while the animals
were awake. This study revealed several interesting
e�ects. (i) Compared with the contralateral, control,
row B representation (not used during training), the
labelled representation of row B in the experimental
side was enlarged by 45%. (ii) This increase in size

*Pharmacologists will argue that atropine control is not
convincing in proving the cholinergic nature of the e�ects
because of the non-speci®c ``anaesthetic'' properties of
atropine (see for example, Krnjevic and Phillis, 1963a).
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was signi®cant only in layer IV; non-signi®cant
increases were found in supragranular and infragra-
nular layer. (iii) This increased width of the row B
was present 1 and 3 days after training but disap-
peared when the mapping session took place 5 days
after training. There was no increase in size in ani-
mals submitted to 2 days of extinction, and no
increase after pseudo-conditioning. The enlarged
representation of row B vibrissea did not lead to an
under-representation of the untrained vibrissea: the
size of the representations of row A and row C
vibrissea was unchanged after training (Kossut and
Siucinska, 1994)
This experiment raises important questions

regarding the results presented above. First, the
layer speci®city is the opposite of what was
described by Diamond et al. (1994) after 24 hr of
``whisker-pairing'', which could simply re¯ect the
fact that learning (classical conditioning) involved
neuronal mechanisms that are di�erent from ex-
perience-induced plasticity (``whisker-pairing'' pro-
tocol). Second, the e�ects obtained here are short-
lasting, which is clearly in variance with the long-
lasting e�ects described, by some authors, after
conditioning in the auditory cortex (Weinberger et
al., 1993).

4.3. Map Reorganizations After Extensive Training

For almost two decades, Merzenich and col-
leagues have tested the potentials of cortical maps
to reorganize in a great variety of situations ranging
from denervation, dea�erentation, intracortical
microstimulations, nursing behaviour and beha-
vioural training. As this review focused on the
e�ects induced by behavioural training, most of the
initial work coming from this laboratory will not be
discussed here (see for reviews Kaas, 1991;
Merzenich et al., 1990; Recanzone and Merzenich,
1993; Weinberger, 1995a). Brie¯y, this laboratory
has previously described cortical reorganizations in
area 3b (areas 1 and 3a were also mapped on some
occasions) in adult animals after di�erent peripheral
manipulations such as nerve section, digit amputa-
tion or digit syndactyly (surgical fusion of two
digits). The major results were: (1) the cortical terri-
tory normally occupied by the missing or deiner-
vated part of the epithelium was responsive to other
inputs (digits adjacent to the missing one); and (2)
after syndactyly, a considerable number of neurons
had double digit receptive ®elds (i.e. respond to the
inputs coming from the two adjacent digits), which
is very rare in normal animals (Allard et al., 1991;
Clark et al., 1988). The surgical syndactyly can be
considered as the equivalent of the ``whisker-pair-
ing'' protocol (Section 4.1) except that, in the syn-
dactyly, the animal has the possibility to use other
inputs (®ngers) in its behaviour, which is not the
case in the ``whisker-pairing'' protocol.
Because the results obtained after syndactyly

suggest that map changes can occur not only after
peripheral injuries, but also after continuous syn-
chronization of peripheral inputs, the question as to
whether or not a behavioural training will have the
same consequences on the adult cortical map was
addressed. To test this hypothesis the authors

(Jenkins et al., 1990) trained owl monkeys in a beha-
vioural controlled tactile task during which the ani-
mal used a limited sector of the skin on the distal
phalanges of one (or of two) ®nger(s) to obtain an
appetitive reward. The task required that the animal
maintained contact with a metal rotating disk for
10±15 sec. Wedge-shaped groves 350 mm deep were
machined into the disk, in such a way that when the
disk was rotating at 1 revolution/sec, the digital skin
was stimulated at 20 Hz. After several months of
training, neurons were recorded in middle layers of
cortical area 3b under general anaesthesia and tested
for their RFs. The data were from ®ve experimental
animals and, for each of them, two or three succes-
sive maps were derived (either before and after
training, or after training and after extinction) in a
courageous attempt to have an internal control of
map changes (Jenkins et al., 1990). Several import-
ant results were obtained. The most striking of them
concerns RF size. Compared with the pre-training
size, RF sizes obtained after training were unusually
small. The RFs size returned to normal standard
values when tested 2 months after the end of train-
ing. Also, the cortical magni®cation index (the corti-
cal area of representation divided by the skin
surface area) was selectively increased after training.
The most popular results were that the skin surface
used during training had an enlarged representation
after training, and this enlargement disappeared
when the animals were rested 2 months after the end
of training. However, such enlarged representations
were also observed for digits that were not used
during training, and they also regressed 2 months
after the end of training (see Table 1 in Jenkins et
al., 1990). Nonetheless, it seems that the largest ab-
solute changes after training occurred for the most
heavily stimulated phalanx. Surprisingly (as stated
by Jenkins et al., 1990, p. 100), the enlargements of
the cortical representation of the behavioural
engaged hand surface did not result in a substantial
under-representation of the surrounding skin sur-
faces, which suggests that area 3b expanded into
other cortical areas.
Several limitations in this study have led the

authors to design a more elaborated protocol. First,
there was no possibility to relate the behavioural
performance of the animals with the neuronal
changes. Second, there was no strict control of the
way the animals were stimulated: each animal prob-
ably had its own unique pattern of activation of the
skin surface (in addition to the fact that the animal
used either one or two digits to perform the task).
These two limitations were ruled out in the follow-
ing studies (Recanzone et al., 1992a,b,c,d). Monkeys
were trained to discriminate di�erences in the fre-
quency of a ¯utter-frequency stimulus when com-
pared with a 20 Hz standard stimulus. For all
monkeys, once the animal had placed its hand in a
special groove, the tactile stimuli were applied at a
constant, restricted, location on the glabrous skin of
a single ®nger. Over the training sessions, the task
di�culty was progressively increased by decreasing
the frequency di�erence between the two tactile
stimuli. Using this procedure, all but one animal
progressively improved their threshold from 6±8 Hz
to 2±3 Hz. As for the auditory task (Section 3.4.3),
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there was an increase of the slope of the psycho-
metric functions and an increase of the d' factor of
the SDT.
In this experiment, the somatosensory cortex

was mapped only once, after the animal had
reached an asymptotic level of discrimination
threshold, and the speci®city of the e�ects were
assessed by comparing (i) the cortical represen-
tation of the trained ®nger with those of the adja-
cent ®ngers and (ii) the cortical representation of
the trained hand with that of the untrained hand.
In all well-trained monkeys, the size of the cortical
zone of area 3b responding to the stimulated skin
location was 1.5±3 times larger than the size of
unstimulated skin location on adjacent digits.
However, the total extent of the representation of
the trained digit was not larger than that of
untrained digits, or that from the same digit in the
opposite hemisphere. The RFs of neurons respond-
ing to the trained digit were signi®cantly larger
than the RFs of neurons responding to the
untrained digits. But the enlarged RFs were not
only found in the restricted trained skin: large
RFs were found in a 1±2 mm-wide zone of area
3b maps for the trained hands; and RFs were also
signi®cantly larger on at least one adjacent ®nger
when compared with the RF sizes recorded on the
homologous digit of the opposite hand. At ®rst
glance, this result can be regarded at variance with
the previous experiment in which extensive training
results in smaller RFs (Jenkins et al., 1990). The
authors explained this apparent discrepancy by the
fact that a precise constant stationary skin spot
was used, while Jenkins et al. (1990) used a stimu-
lus moved across a small ®ngertip skin surface (see
for discussion Recanzone et al., 1992b, p. 1053,
and Recanzone and Merzenich, 1993). In addition
to the reorganizations observed in area 3b, there
was an emergence of cutaneous responses in many
area 3a locations, and the normal responses to
deep receptor inputs (muscles and joint stimu-
lations) were no longer evident at most of these
locations (Recanzone et al., 1992c). In the area 3a,
the trained skin in the hemisphere representing the
hand used in the task was over-represented com-
pared with the skin of adjacent digits. In fact, ob-
servations by Jenkins et al. (1990) already
suggested these e�ects: they proposed that the
emergence of cutaneous representation of area 3a
can be explained either by an expansion of the
area 3b cutaneous representation, or by a tran-
sition of neurons 3a area from being responsive to
deep modality inputs to being responsive only to
cutaneous inputs.
Surprisingly, none of the signs of behavioural-

induced map or RF changes was related with the
animal behavioural performance: there was no cor-
relation between the indices used to quantify the
neural changes and the ®nal behavioural threshold
of the animal. For example, one monkey (E4) had a
very high threshold but clearly showed RF size
enlargements, whereas another animal (E5) showed
a very low behavioural threshold but no RF
changes. The only evidence in favour of a relation-
ship between neuronal changes and behavioural per-
formance came from an analysis which quanti®es

the way by which neurons responded to sinusoidal
stimulations of the skin at frequencies close to those
used during the training session (20±26Hz). These
tests were carried out at two di�erent locations: the
restricted skin surface used during the task and a
similar skin surface on the adjacent digit
(Recanzone et al., 1992d). The number of cortical
locations where neurons showed frequency-follow-
ing responses was signi®cantly greater when stimu-
lation was applied to the trained skin as compared
with adjacent digits. At cortical locations with
entrained responses neither the absolute ®ring rates
of neurons nor the degree of the entrainment of the
response were correlated with behavioural discrimi-
nation performance. But when the data collected at
the di�erent locations were pooled together, it
appeared that stimulation of the trained skin pro-
duced (i) larger amplitude responses, (ii) earlier peak
of responses in the stimulus cycle and (iii) tem-
porally sharper responses than did stimulation
applied to control skin sites. More importantly, the
analysis of cycle histogram revealed that there was a
decreased variance in the response obtained at each
stimulus cycle, which can account for the improved
behavioural performance. Indeed, when the rising
phases of the responses in the cycle histograms were
analyzed, a very strong correlation (r= 0.98) was
found with the ®nal behavioural threshold of the
animals (such e�ects were only found in area 3b,
not in area 3a).
Therefore, although there was a large panoply of

neuronal changes described after extensive, con-
trolled, behavioural training, the only neuronal
changes that were clearly related with the beha-
vioural performance of the animal were the tem-
poral aspects of the neuronal discharges when the
skin was stimulated with tactile stimuli of the same
frequency ranges as those used during behavioural
training.

4.4. Resume

Although the e�ects of behavioural training in the
somatosensory system were not studied as exten-
sively as in the auditory system, the ®ndings
obtained in this modality help to introduce ques-
tions that are relevant across modalities.
First, at the RF level, plasticity of barrel ®eld

neurons was observed within a few tens of pairing
trials during the limited time of a single unit
recording in awake animals (Delacour et al.,
1987). The occurrence of these changes depended,
at least partly, on cholinergic inputs. One can
regret that no overt behavioural response was
recorded either during or after this protocol. For
example, it would be interesting to run a complete
sensory-preconditioning protocol after this sen-
sory±sensory pairing to test the capacity of the
sensory association to be integrated at the beha-
vioural level. Also, it would have been nice to
have quanti®cations about the way by which the
animal used the activated vibrissea in instrumental
tasks after the protocol. Such information could
bring more support to the idea that cortical plas-
ticity subserves behavioural functions.
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Second, at the map level, metabolic activity
revealed plastic changes after a relatively limited
amount of trials (120) delivered within 3 days.
These e�ects were short-lasting (not present when
tested 5 days after training) and they dissipated
even faster if an extinction procedure was con-
ducted (Siucinska and Kossut, 1996). In addition,
the layer-speci®city was the opposite to what was
reported with chronic whisker-pairing procedure.
The cortical changes observed by electrophysiologi-
cal mapping performed after an extensive training
revealed the extraordinary complexity of sensory
reorganizations. If enlarged cortical areas were sys-
tematically observed after training, these enlarge-
ments did not always have the expected selectivity
(Jenkins et al., 1990). Map reorganizations also
occurred simultaneously on adjacent cortical areas
(3b and 3a in Jenkins et al., 1990 and in
Recanzone et al., 1992c), which complicated the
interpretations because it was not always possible
to determine if one map invades the other or if
both exhibit independent reorganizations. Finally,
when one tried to relate the neuronal changes with
the behavioural performance, neither the strength
of the responses nor the extent of the cortical rep-
resentation were relevant in predicting the animal's
behaviour. Only the temporal aspects of the neur-
onal discharges were found to correlate with the
discrimination performance of the animals.

5. EFFECTS OF LEARNING IN THE VISUAL
SYSTEM

The number of studies where discharges of visual
neurons were studied during a learning experiment
is limited. Besides the fact that the developmental
plasticity of the visual system has proved its richness
in exploring the mechanisms of sensory plasticity
during epigenesis, methodological problems are re-
sponsible for this paucity. It is impossible to assure
stimulus constancy if a visual stimulus is delivered
in a freely moving animal. This is even very di�cult
in a restrained animal since when gaze orientation
changes, the visual stimulus might fall on totally
di�erent parts of the retina. Therefore, learning ex-
periment can be carried out either under neuromus-
cular blockage (see Section 5.1), or during tasks
where the subject is forced to maintain the gaze in a
given position, as is the case during the control con-
ditions of studies using visual stimuli in human and
non-human primates (Section 5.3).

5.1. E�ects of Conditioning in Parallel Visual
Pathways

Many laboratories have tried to describe the
neuronal changes occurring at di�erent levels of
the neural circuit involved between a given CS and
the expression of a particular CR (Cohen, 1980;
Thompson, 1988; Tsukahara et al., 1981; Woody,
1982). The work undertaken by Cohen and col-
leagues belongs to this tradition with the orig-
inality that it ultimately stresses the fact that the
visual pathway exhibits rapid increased responses
at multiple loci during the acquisition of classical

conditioning. This laboratory has shown that cur-
arized pigeons submitted to a light-footshock pair-
ing protocol exhibit robust and rapid cardiac
conditioned tachycardia (Cohen, 1980). Initial stu-
dies have demonstrated that, during acquisition of
this training, vagal preganglionic and sympathetic
postganglionic cardiac neurons exhibit increased
responses to the visual CS stimulus (both the
probability of a response and the magnitude of the
CS-evoked responses were found to be increased).
Subsequent studies looked for the visual structures
where neuronal changes can be detected. At least
three visual pathways can be distinguished from
the bird retina: the thalamofugal pathway (ending
in the visual Wulst nucleus of the telencephalon),
a tectofugal pathway (ending in the ectostriatum)
and a pretectofugal pathway (also ending in the
ectostriatum). By recording individual optic tract
®bres during the acquisition of the conditioned re-
sponse, it was shown that the retinal output is
unchanged during visual learning (Wild and
Cohen, 1985). None of the parameters (rate of
phasic or sustained discharge, latency) of optic
®bre discharges showed ¯uctuation during learning.
Subsequent studies performed in the tectofugal
visual pathway demonstrated that both the telence-
phalic (the ectostriatum) and the thalamic com-
ponents (the nucleus rotundus) showed rapid
conditioned changes (Wall et al., 1985). However,
in both structures the changes were expressed dif-
ferentially depending on the initial responses of
the cells. Neurons that displayed excitatory evoked
responses at the light presentation (9/47 and 9/27
in these two structures) showed clear increased
evoked discharges over the 40 pairing trials (the
asymptotic level was reached after 20 trials). In
contrast, neurons that displayed decreased dis-
charges at light onset (38/47 and 18/27) did not
change their responses over the course of training.
Because in control animals, submitted to light and
footshock unpaired presentations, the responses of
these cells strongly adapted within 10 trials, this
absence of changes in conditioned animals was
interpreted as a conditioning e�ect. In some thal-
amic cells, the responsiveness to US presentation
was tested: all the cells tested were found respon-
sive to the US either by an increase in ®ring rate
(8/21) or by a decrease in ®ring rate (13/21), even
if the latency of these responses were longer that
those observed at the light presentation (around 60
msec for the US vs 40 msec for the light).
The data coming from the dorsal LGN (Gibbs et

al., 1986) gave a similar picture. The neurons pre-
senting light-evoked excitatory responses showed
increased discharges during training, and the neur-
ons presenting light-evoked decreased discharges
showed no changes during training, which was inter-
preted as a sign of conditioning for the same reasons
as above. Again, 91% of the thalamic neurons were
found to be responsive to US presentation. Because
of this high proportion, the authors have made
special e�orts to determine the critical factors that
determine whether or not the cells will exhibit dis-
charge plasticity. They came to the conclusion that
to obtain learning-induced plasticity (i) neurons
need to be responsive to both the CS and the US
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and (ii) the highest probability is obtained when the
CS produces an increased ®ring rate and the US a
decreased ®ring rate (the authors concluded that
cells responding to US presentations by increased
discharges showed little or no plasticity).
That di�erent parallel pathways exhibit simul-

taneous neuronal changes is compatible with the
results coming from lesions studies. Indeed, when
separate lesions of the di�erent parallel pathways
were performed, there was no behavioural de®cit. In
contrast, combined lesions of both the visual Wults
and ectostriatum prevent the emergence of the con-
ditioned response (see for review Cohen, 1980). This
suggests that the neuronal plasticity occurring
within each ascending visual pathway provides
enough information to underlie behavioural con-
ditioned changes.

5.2. Relationships Between Thalamic and Reticular
Plasticity

The procedure used by Albrecht, Davidowa and
colleagues was developed to overcome the di�culties
of presenting visual stimuli in freely moving animals.
In all their experiments the visual stimulus (whole-
®eld illumination) was delivered by a light-emitting
diode mounted on the head of the animal, and
adjusted at a distance of 5 mm in front of the eye
contralateral to the recording site. Several beha-
vioural protocols were used with this technique.
Initially, cells were recorded on thirsty rats that had
previously learned that presentation of visual stimuli
give them access to water if they approached a
water spout shortly after the signal. Comparisons
were performed between the responses of dorsal
LGN (dLGN) cells obtained when the animal was
using the visual stimulus to obtain the reward vs the
responses obtained when the same satiated animal
was no longer using the signal for its behaviour
(Albrecht et al., 1986; Davidowa et al., 1982). The
¯ash-evoked responses were modi®ed in several
aspects in thirsty rats vs in satiated rats: (i) the
``On'' excitatory responses were often decreased in
thirsty rats, (ii) the inhibitory phases following the
``On'' responses disappeared, (iii) the number of ex-
citatory rebounds was lower in thirsty rat compared
with satiated animals. Such changes were also
observed in subsequent studies using aversive classi-
cal conditioning. When the ¯ashing light was paired
with a tail shock in waking animals, there was a re-
duction (or a disappearance) of the inhibitory
phases following the ``On'' response, which pro-
duced prolonged excitatory responses (Albrecht et
al., 1990). Again, in this study, the ``On'' evoked re-
sponse itself was either una�ected (see Fig. 3 in
Albrecht et al., 1990) or attenuated (see Fig. 4 in
Albrecht et al., 1990). For few cells, the conditioning
protocol was performed in waking state, then under
urethane anaesthesia. Surprisingly, if conditioned
changes were detected in both states, the direction

of the changes could be reversed: decreased ``On''
responses could be observed in waking state while
increased ``On'' responses could be observed under
urethane anaesthesia.* The authors did not observe
responses of dLGN cells to US presentations.
From their earliest work, the authors hypoth-

esized that the changes observed in the dLGN result
from a modulatory e�ect mediated by the activity of
RE neurons. Several strategies were used to test this
hypothesis. First, the e�ects of aversive conditioning
on the activity of RE neurons were directly tested.
The visual evoked responses of RE neurons was
often reduced during the pairing trials: this was
sometimes the case for the ``On'' evoked response,
but was often the case for the ``sustained activity''
detected in the 900 msec interval between CS and
US (Albrecht et al., 1992). Second, the authors tried
to prevent the cholinergic modulation of RE cells
(by injections of atropine in the RE) while recording
dLGN neurons in behaving animals. For some
dLGN cells, the injection of atropine in the RE atte-
nuated the di�erences between the pattern of re-
sponse observed when the animals was using the
visual stimulus in its behaviour vs when the animals
was not using it (Albrecht et al., 1986). The impli-
cation of a cholinergic mechanism was also tested in
the ventral LGN (vLGN), which is part of the ven-
tral thalamus (see Jones, 1985). In this structure, fa-
cilitation of visual responses were often observed
during backward pairing (the light followed the US
presentation), while forward pairing (the light pre-
ceded the US presentation) tended to produce
decreased responses (Albrecht and Davidowa, 1992).
No e�ect was observed when atropine was ionto-
phoretically applied in the vLGN during forward
pairing.

5.3. E�ects of Extensive Training in Humans and
Non-Human Primates

At the present time, there is no data available
testing the e�ects of behavioural training on the or-
ganization of visual maps. However, the two follow-
ing sets of data might be viewed as the functional
consequences of learning-induced plasticity.
A ®rst set of data that will be discussed concerns

the relations between neuronal discharges and
psychological judgement. They will be discussed to
point out that even in well-trained animals, learn-
ing-induced changes can be observed. In relation to
this, a long tradition of work in cognitive psychol-
ogy points out that extensive training can improve
the perceptive abilities of human subjects (Gibson,
1953). In the visual modality, this was recently sub-
stantiated by the work of several groups who pro-
vided evidence that long-term learning can
selectively modify the way the human visual system
processes information (for review see Karni and
Bertini, 1997).

5.3.1. Relationships Between Neuronal and
Psychophysical Performance

In one of the ®rst explorations of the relations
between central neuronal activity and psychophysi-
cal judgement, Werner and Mountcastle (1963)

*Descriptions of the e�ects induced by urethane itself
on the sensory responses can be found in Albrecht and
Davidowa (1989), Capsius and Leppelsack (1996) and
Simons et al. (1992).
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enunciated some fundamental principles for the
analysis of neuronal discharges in a psychophysical
context. Later studies (Barlow et al., 1987; Bradley
et al., 1987; Tolhurst et al., 1983; Vogels and Orban,
1990) have compared the neuronal and psychophysi-
cal performances for several parameters of the sen-
sory stimuli (orientation, spatial frequency, contrast)
and have suggested that the sensitivity of most corti-
cal neurons is far from the psychophysical sensi-
tivity: only the ``best'' neurons exhibited
performances that approached psychophysical
levels. However, the conclusions of these studies
were limited, since the comparisons between psycho-
physical and neuronal performance were often
based on data obtained at di�erent times and under
di�erent conditions.
In contrast, in the experiments performed by

Newsome and collaborators, the neuronal and the
psychophysical performances were measured at the
same trials, on the same animals, and the psycho-
physical task was tailored in each experiment to
match the RF characteristics of the neuron under
study. Thus, these data are certainly one of the
more direct approaches to relate information proces-
sing performed at the single cell level and psycho-
physical performance. Only the most relevant results
of these studies regarding the goal of the present
review are presented below.
In the middle temporal visual area (MT) and in

the medial superior temporal area (MST), physio-
logical recordings have long described that most of
the cells are sensitive to moving stimuli and exhibit
direction selectivity (Dubner and Zeki, 1971;
Tanaka et al., 1986; Zeki, 1974). These direction-
sensitive cells are arranged into a system of col-
umns. In the task used by Newsome and col-
leagues, behaving monkeys have to discriminate
the direction of motion in a stochastic visual dis-
play. The visual stimulus is composed of a stream
of randomly positioned dots; the strength of the
motion signal is determined by the amount of cor-
relation introduced as the dots are plotted on the
screen of the display (see Britten et al., 1992). At
each trial, the animal has to judge the direction of
motion of the random dot pattern presented in the
RF of the neuron under study, while its gaze is
maintained on a ®xation point. The animal indi-
cated if it has perceived a motion in the display
by a saccadic eye movement in the direction of the
judged motion. In this task, the sensitivities of
single MT neurons to near-threshold motion sig-
nals were found to be very similar to the psycho-
physical sensitivity of the animal (Britten et al.,
1992). That is, the response of a typical MT neur-
on can provide an accurate account of the monkey
psychophysical performance. The same results were
found in the MST area, an area lying downstream
to MT in the hierarchy of cortical visual areas
(Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Maunsell and
Van Essen, 1983). More precisely, neurons in MST
exhibit thresholds for discriminating the direction
of coherent motion that were on average equal to
the psychophysical threshold of the animal
(Celebrini and Newsome, 1994). In many cases,
for repeated presentations of a given near
threshold stimulus, the intensity of the neuronal

responses was correlated with the monkey's psy-
chophysical judgement. In addition, when pro-
nounced alterations of the visual stimulus were
performed (for example, severe reductions in
stimulus size and speed), the neuronal and psycho-
physical sensitivities were a�ected by similar
amounts, in such a way that the relation between
neuronal and psychophysical threshold remained
the same (Celebrini and Newsome, 1994). One can
argue that these relations are only the conse-
quences of the fact that the information carried
out by the MT and MST neurons contributes to
the decision process. However, these relationships
are not static. Within a daily session, the animals
often exhibited a steady gain in discriminative abil-
ity over the ®rst trials. When the data of the ®rst
and second block of 200 trials of each session
were compared, both the neurometric and the psy-
chometric function indicated an improvement in
the discrimination of weak motion signals: on
average neuronal sensitivity increased by 13.6%
and psychophysical sensitivity by 19.4% (Zohary
et al., 1994). This demonstrates that even in well-
trained animals, learning-induced plasticity can be
observed within a given recording session. In ad-
dition, to determine if the neuronal plasticity
observed at the level of MT and MST already
occurs upstream, in structures having smaller RF
(like V1 and V3), the authors tested whether or
not conditioning at one location of the RF leads
to increased sensitivity at another location. The
results clearly indicated that conditioning of one
subregion of the RF enhanced the sensitivity
equally in conditioned and unconditioned location
of the RF. These data suggest that in the task
used by the authors, neuronal plasticity resides, at
least in part, within the superior temporal sulcus.

5.3.2. The E�ects of Extensive Training in the
Human Visual System

Although there is no physiological data discussed
in the results presented below, they likely to re-
inforce the links between experimental psychology
and physiological plasticity of sensory systems.
In the task used by Karni and Sagi (Karni and

Sagi, 1991, 1993) the subject had to decide whether
a small target texture (an array of three diagonal
line elements di�ering only in their orientation from
a background of identical elements) was horizontal
or vertical. The subject performance, measured as
the mean percent correct response for increasingly
shorter time intervals between the brie¯y presented
(10 msec) stimulus and a patterned mask, showed a
dramatic improvement over time. These changes in
performance involved both a fast rapidly saturating
improvement (within the ®rst session) and a later
progressive improvement (that is REM sleep-depen-
dent, see Karni et al., 1994). According to the
authors, several characteristics of the results point
out that the improved performance is underlaid by
neuronal plasticity occurring within the visual sys-
tem. First, learning was local in the retinotopic
sense, that is, it only occurred at visual ®eld lo-
calities where targets were repeatedly presented.
Second, learning was orientation speci®c, this speci-
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®city being for the background orientation not for
the target elements orientation. New independent
learning was required when the background el-
ements' orientation was ¯ipped. Third, learning was
found to be monocular: the e�ects of practice
showed little transfer from the trained to the
untrained eye (but for discussion of this point see
Schoups and Orban, 1996). Therefore, the neuronal
plasticity underlying these performance improve-
ments has to be located in brain areas where (i) reti-
notopic maps exist, (ii) orientation gradients are
available, and (iii) neurons are committed to proces-
sing information from a speci®c eye. The most parsi-
monious interpretation of these results is that
texture discrimination learning involves local neur-
onal plasticity within primary visual cortex or
before.
Recent physiological data bring support to this

hypothesis. Two studies in human subjects using
either evoked potentials (Lamme et al., 1993) or
functional magnetic resonance imaging study (Karni
et al., 1993, 1995) suggest that practice leads to
expansion of orientation-gradient based segmenta-
tion processing in the human primary visual cortex.
Also, neuronal recordings obtained on monkeys per-
forming a texture discrimination learning protocol
suggest that the ability of primary visual cortex
neurons to detect orientation-gradient based con-
tours is improved after long-term training (Bertini et
al., 1995).

5.4. Resume

In the visual system, there is a clear dichotomy
between the studies using a classical conditioning
protocol and the studies using psychophysical
tasks.
On the one hand, the studies using simple con-

ditioning procedures have delivered a whole-®eld
illumination as CS which prevents determination
of the receptive ®elds properties of the recorded
neurons. Thus, it is impossible to know whether
or not the functional properties of visual neurons
were changed during behavioural training. Gibbs
and colleagues even stated that ``it is unlikely that
pattern recognition properties of the LGN were
modi®ed'' (Gibbs et al., 1986, p. 635) and they
suggested that the plasticity observed in the LGN
was the consequence of a ``gating'' action pro-
moted by the noradrenergic system (Cohen et al.,
1982; Gibbs et al., 1983). A contradiction between
the two sets of studies involving neuronal record-
ings comes from the di�erent responsiveness to US
presentations. Most of the cells tested in pigeon
visual pathways were found to be responsive to
the US, and the type of response to the US pre-
dicted the occurrence of discharge plasticity for a
given neuron. In contrast, the cells recorded in rat

LGN did not respond to US presentation,
although this stimulus produced short desynchroni-
zation of the EEG in the visual cortex (see for dis-
cussion Albrecht and Davidowa, 1993). A
common mechanism was proposed, since in these
two sets of studies it was assumed that neuro-
modulatory e�ects play an important role. In
pigeon visual pathways, the noradrenergic inputs
were hypothesized to be responsible for the re-
sponses to US presentation. In rat dLGN, the
modulatory e�ects of the cholinergic system acting
on RE neurons were hypothesized to be respon-
sible for the changes in pattern of discharges
during conditioning. Lastly, the work by Albrecht,
Davidowa and colleagues points out the fact that
the time window during which neuronal activity is
considered can be crucial for the reported changes.
Because evoked responses can exhibit complex
sequences of excitations and inhibitions that are
di�erentially a�ected by learning, decreased or
increased evoked responses can be reported
depending on which component of the response is
considered. Obviously, it is important to analyze
separately these components of the evoked re-
sponses and to report all the observed modi®-
cations (as Albrecht, Davidowa and colleagues
did). In fact such analyses are in principle close to
the temporal analysis recommended by Ohl and
Scheich (1997) in the way that, more than the
spikes rates, it is the temporal organization of the
neuronal discharges that are important when one
looks for the neuronal substrate of information
processing during learning.
On the other hand, the results obtained using

long-term practice in humans and non-human pri-
mates reveal other aspects of sensory processing that
were not yet discussed in the auditory and somato-
sensory modality. Unit recordings in areas MT and
MST of well-trained behaving monkeys demon-
strated that both the neuronal threshold and the
slope of the neurometric function matched the psy-
chophysical performance of the animal. This
strongly suggests that the neuronal signals carried
by the neurons in certain sensory territories are used
by the animal to make a decision about a stimulus.
Surprisingly, even in well-trained animals, both the
neuronal and the psychophysical performance can
improve in a way suggesting direct relationships
between these two levels of improvements.
Nonetheless, caution is necessary before drawing de-
®nitive generalizations. Not all training tasks lead to
changes in neuronal properties of visual cortex neur-
ons, and the e�ects could be di�erent from one ani-
mal to another (see, for example, Vogels and Orban,
1994)
Finally, long-term practice of the same discrimi-

nation task in humans induces changes of perceptual
abilities that can only be explained by changes in
the earlier stages of processing in the visual system
(in primary visual cortex or before). This leads to
the conclusion that depending on the task used
during the experiment, sensory processing can exhi-
bit both fast modi®cations and long-lasting, almost
permanent, changes.*

* It is worth mentioning that results obtained with PET
imagery suggest that the processing in the human visual
system of the attribute orientation is task-dependent in the
sense that di�erent visual cortical areas are activated by
the same stimulus depending on the nature of the task (for
a review see Orban et al., 1996).
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6. PUTATIVE MECHANISMS OF SENSORY
PLASTICITY

As for any physiological changes obtained during
a learning situation, the mechanisms responsible for
RF and map changes are still largely conjectural.
First, because there is a large diversity of experimen-
tal situations during which sensory systems
expressed selective changes, ranging from pairing
two a�erences (Section 4.1) to changes in psycho-
physical threshold in primates (see Section 5.3).
Second, one has to clarify what is expected from a
mechanism accounting for a learning-induced e�ect:
Does it have to explain the induction and/or the ex-
pression of learning-induced plasticity? This is par-
ticularly important given that the induction and the
expression of learning-induced sensory plasticity
were sometimes tested in very di�erent conditions;
for example, map changes, induced by extensive
training performed in the waking state, were tested
in anaesthetized animals (Section 4.3). In contrast,
short-lasting maps changes, induced by brief train-
ing, were tested in awake animals (Section 4.2).
Therefore, a large number of mechanisms can po-
tentially be involved and it seems legitimate to look
for the more appropriate mechanism in each of
these situations.

6.1. Involvement of Hebbian Synaptic Plasticity

Hebbian synaptic plasticity has shown its capa-
bilities in explaining developmental plasticity in the
visual system (see for review FreÂ gnac and Shulz,
1994) and, to a lesser extent, the map reorganiza-
tions observed after peripheral manipulations
(Allard et al., 1991; Clark et al., 1988). More
recently, it was also proposed as the mechanism
involved in learning-induced RF and map changes
(Merzenich et al., 1988, 1990; Weinberger et al.,
1990a,b). Only a small proportion of the evidence in
favour of the involvement of Hebbian processes in
learning-induced adult plasticity will be discussed
here (an overview of the studies concerning more
generally the involvement of Hebbian processes in
adult cortical plasticity is provided in Cruikshank
and Weinberger, 1996b).
First, recall that Hebb's original postulate was

proposed to explain the ``growth of the assembly as
a ®rst stage of perception'' in the visual cortex. It
was only postulated that when an a�erence A
repeatedly takes part to ®re a postsynaptic cell B,
the connection between the a�erence and the cell is
reinforced (see Hebb, 1949, p. 62). Generally, what
is now called ``Hebbian mechanisms'' are a set of
statements which de®ned the way by which changes
in synaptic e�cacy are expected to occur, and e�ec-
tively occur in some, but not all, circumstances: (i)
synaptic e�cacy is increased when the pre and post-
synaptic element are simultaneously active; (ii)
synaptic e�cacy is decreased when the presynaptic
a�erence is active while the postsynaptic cell is inac-
tive; (iii) synaptic e�cacy is also decreased when the
presynaptic a�erence is inactive while the postsyn-
aptic cell is active. The modern manifestation of
Hebb's principle, the covariance hypothesis, avoids
the potential saturation in synaptic e�cacy by con-

sidering that the pre and postsynaptic activities
should be replaced by the deviation from their re-
spective mean values averaged over a certain time
window. Operationally, this means that there is a
non-zero threshold of covariance above which
increases in synaptic e�cacy would occur, and
below which decreases in synaptic e�cacy would
occur.

6.1.1. Evidence that Hebbian Processes Act in Adult
Sensory Cortices

Obviously one of the prerequisites for proposing
that Hebbian processes are responsible for learning-
induced sensory plasticity is that Hebbian rules op-
erate in the adult sensory neocortex. Among many
experiments performed in this domain, a few of
those which bring decisive elements are presented
below. One of the most straightforward ways to test
the su�ciency of covariance changes to selectively
modify functional properties of cortical cells is to
control the magnitude of the postsynaptic response
while presenting constant presynaptic inputs. In a
group of experiments, FreÂ gnac and colleagues con-
trolled the activity of postsynaptic cells with juxta-
cellular current stimulations through the recording
electrode (FreÂ gnac et al., 1988). Two visual stimuli
were presented during the recordings: one of them
(the so-called S+) was paired with an excitation
(ejection of positive current) of the postsynaptic cell,
while the other stimulus (the so-called Sÿ) was
paired with an inhibition (ejection of negative cur-
rent) of the postsynaptic cell. Thus, this protocol
generated both an increased covariance at the S+
presentation and a decreased covariance at the Sÿ
presentation. The experiment was carried out using
as S+ and Sÿ either stimulations of the left and
right eye, or stimulation of the same eye with stimuli
of di�erent orientations. After a variable number of
pairing trials (based upon the ®gures, between 40
and 224 trials were delivered), the response to the
S+ and Sÿ were tested without juxtacellular cur-
rents. For 8/24 cells (33%) in the case of the ocular
dominance and for 35/87 cells (40%) in the case of
the orientation selectivity, signi®cant changes were
obtained, all but one in the direction predicted by
the covariance hypothesis. The probability of
obtaining the e�ects was similar in adults and in kit-
tens (about 30%), but the total number of modi®ed
adult cells was small: ®ve in the case of ocular domi-
nance (Shulz and FreÂ gnac, 1992) and one in the case
of orientation selectivity (FreÂ gnac et al., 1992). Tests
of orientation tuning (or of interocular orientation
disparity) revealed selective changes in the neurons
orientation tuning, which suggests that the e�ects
induced by the protocol involved selective reorgani-
zations of the neurons' RF. Three recent ®ndings
extended this initial set of data.
First, the same pairing procedure was applied to

modify the spatial On/O� organization of cortical
RF (Debanne et al., 1998). Long-lasting predictable
modi®cations of the ratio of On/O� responses were
found in 44% of the conditioned neurons (17/39)
and a similar proportion of modi®ed cells was
obtained in kittens (12/28) and in adult cats (4/11).
More importantly, for 13 cells a ®xed delay pairing
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procedure was used: the onset of the current pulse
used to force the ®ring rate of the cell was shifted by
a few hundred milliseconds from the onset, or from
the o�set, of the visual stimulus. The post-pairing
e�ects observed in 4/13 cells show a clear retention
of the temporal pattern of activity imposed during
the pairing procedure (see Figs 10 and 11 in
Debanne et al., 1998). Such a recall of the pattern of
activity which had been imposed during pairing was
only present during stimulation of regions of the RF
which were activated during pairing. Even if these
e�ects might re¯ect potentiation of subthreshold
inputs allowing the expression of lagged responses
after pairing, they clearly show that an appropriate
pairing procedure can modify the temporal charac-
teristics of the evoked responses.
Second, using ionophoretic application of either

GABA or glutamate to control postsynaptic ®ring
rates, predictable modi®cations in orientation tuning
were obtained in adult cat striate cortex (McLean
and Palmer, 1998). This is of importance because it
shows that the release of natural neurotransmitters
is su�cient to reproduce e�ects previously described
using current applications.
Lastly, using the same technique (control of the

postsynaptic cell by juxtacellular current stimu-
lation), this Hebbian protocol was transferred in the
adult auditory cortex by Cruikshank and
Weinberger (1996a). These authors paired the pres-
entation of pure tone frequency with the imposed
discharge of the postsynaptic cell and the presen-
tation of another pure tone frequency with the
imposed blockage of the postsynaptic cell activity.
After 120 trials of pairing, 7/22 cells (32%) exhibited
signi®cant increases in responses to the S+ relative
to the Sÿ , while none had signi®cant decreases.
Signi®cant e�ects were maintained in 6/7 neurons at
15 min and in 2/4 neurons at 30 min. This shows
that a pairing procedure which had proved its e�-
ciency in a given sensory cortex can be transferred
to another sensory modality and can be applied to
another dimension of the sensory stimuli (Fig. 12).
All these experiments show that a local control of

the covariance between the pre and postsynaptic ac-
tivity is su�cient to produce long-lasting and selec-
tive modi®cations of the neurons' RF. Nonetheless,
one can argue that such a local powerful control is
unlikely to occur in a physiological situation, since
the probability that one neuron controls the ®ring
rate of another is very low (see Abeles, 1982;
Braitenberg and Schuz, 1991). To test the involve-
ment of Hebbian mechanisms at the network level
in a more realistic situation, Ahissar and colleagues
have designed an original protocol. These authors
recorded simultaneously the activity of 2±10 neur-
ons and examined the functional connectivity

between these neurons (Ahissar et al., 1992a). To
quantify this functional connectivity, they deter-
mined the cross-correlogram between the ®ring time
of pairs of neurons (the cross-correlogram manifests
the net e�ect of the whole synaptic network through
which the two neurons interact including both direct
and indirect connections; see for details Section 7.3).
The authors selected for analysis pairs of neurons
that exhibited functional coupling before any ma-
nipulation. During the pairing trials, each spike of
one neuron (the so-called presynaptic neuron) trig-
gered the presentation of a pure tone frequency
which either excited or inhibited the other neuron of
the pair (the so-called postsynaptic neuron). By
doing this, the covariance was arti®cially increased
or decreased during the pairing via the presentation
of the sensory stimulus. The cross-correlogram, re-
tested after completion of the pairing, indicated that
(i) the peak of the cross-correlation was increased
when the covariance was increased during the pair-
ing, and that (ii) the peak of the correlation was
decreased when the covariance was decreased during
pairing. The e�ects typically lasted 1±13 min (see
also Ahissar and Ahissar, 1994).
These experiments demonstrated that when pro-

duced either by a local control of the postsynaptic
cell activity, or by a control via a whole neural net-
work, imposed Hebbian treatments seem su�cient
to change the neuronal responses (for a limited
period of time) in the direction predicted by Hebb's
original proposal.*

6.1.2. Is There Evidence for the Involvement of
Hebbian Processes in Learning-Induced RF and Map

Changes?

The rationale for involving the Hebbian schema
in learning-induced sensory plasticity rises from its
activity-dependent a�erent plasticity. For example,
in the RF plasticity observed after behavioural
training, increased responses were observed at the
CS frequency while decreased responses were
observed at non-CS frequency including the pre-
training Best Frequency. This result can be viewed
as a competition among a�erences to drive the
recorded neuron (for review see Weinberger et al.,
1990a). A competition between converging inputs
was ®rst suggested by (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963,
1965) to explain the developmental plasticity in the
visual system. Their ®ndings showed that, although
monocular deprivation was able to eliminate the
cortical responses to the deprived eye, binocular
deprivation did not eliminate the response to either
eye. Thus, a competition between inputs converging
on a given recorded cell was the most logical hy-
pothesis to explain modi®cations in ocular domi-
nance preference when the visual environment is
manipulated during critical periods (for a review see
Wiesel, 1982). Because of this apparent similarity,
the neuronal changes observed in learning situations
were interpreted as resulting from competition
between a�erences to drive a postsynaptic cell, as if
``extended Hebbian rules'' were operating to induce
the learning-induced changes.
If direct evidence for particular cellular mechan-

isms can be found in invertebrate preparations

*There are other indirect arguments in favour of the hy-
pothesis that Hebbian mechanisms operate and are respon-
sible for some forms of plasticity in sensory systems. For
example, in the MGm, neuronal plasticity was induced by
tetanic stimulations of a�erent bundles (Gerren and
Weinberger, 1983) in a similar protocol to those used to
induce hippocampal long-term potentiation, an arti®cial
form of plasticity where co-variance rules are necessary
and su�cient to account for the neural changes.
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(Alkon, 1988; Hawkins and Kandel, 1984), it is very
di�cult to obtain direct experimental evidence in
favour of any speci®c mechanism in mammalian
preparations engaged in a learning task (but see, for
example, Meftah and Rispal-Padel, 1994, 1997). The
evidence in the sensory systems is as indirect as in
other parts of the brain. For example, in the audi-
tory system, the results obtained by McEchron et al.
(1996) have been interpreted as strong arguments in
favour of the view that changes in synaptic e�cacy
explain neuronal conditioning in the MGm. These
authors have tested, before and after conditioning,
the responses of MGm neurons to stimulations of
the brachium of the inferior colliculus (BIC) and to
stimulations of the superior colliculus (SC). They
reported that after behavioural training, the stimu-
lation of the BIC evoked responses that (i) had
shorter latencies, (ii) were more reliable, and (iii)
were larger compared to those evoked before train-
ing. Such changes were not observed for the re-
sponses evoked by SC stimulation. The authors'
conclusion was that these changes resulted from an
increase in synaptic e�cacy between the BIC inputs
and MGm neurons. Besides the fact that it is almost
impossible to determine synaptic e�cacy based
upon extracellular single unit recordings, few points
have to be mentioned. First, because of the non-
balanced design of the experiment, one can wonder
if any other results could have been expected. In
short, there is no guarantee that the MGm input
from the SC can be facilitated in any circumstances
by experimental manipulations. Second, the obser-
vation that extracellular discharges are larger and
have shorter latencies does not mean that during
training changes did not occur downstream, for
example, in the IC itself or before. Although the
conclusions of the authors might be absolutely cor-
rect, many studies are still required to bring de®ni-
tive arguments in favour of changes in synaptic
e�cacy. One of the merits of this study is in point-
ing out potential relevant experiments: for example,
sampling intracellular recordings in MGm before
and after behavioural training and testing their re-
sponses to BIC stimulation could reveal whether or
not synaptic e�cacy is increased by learning.

6.1.3. Are Learning Experiments Appropriate
Conditions for Hebbian Rules to be Involved?

On the one hand, Hebb's original neurophysiolo-
gical postulate was not initially proposed to explain
learning. On the other hand, this postulate seems
largely capable of explaining developmental plas-
ticity in sensory systems. Thus, the willingness to
apply the Hebbian postulate to the mechanisms of
learning implies that one accepts the idea that learn-
ing and development are underlaid by exactly the
same mechanisms.
Besides the fact that the pre and postsynaptic cells

have to be active, one of the requirements for the in-

duction of Hebbian plasticity is that a temporal re-
lationship exists between pre and postsynaptic
activity. For example, if kittens are raised with an
arti®cially induced squint, most of the visual cortex
cells (80%) become monocular, since in these con-
ditions cortical neurons receive asynchronous inputs
from the two eyes (Wiesel and Hubel, 1965). Very
few in vivo experiments have tried to determine to
what extent temporal relationships have to be pre-
sent to induce Hebbian plasticity in sensory neo-
cortex. In the auditory cortex, when the maximally
enhanced portions of the postsynaptic responses
occurred simultaneously with, or slightly after
(<100 msec), the estimated arrival of the presyn-
aptic input, 91% of the cells (10/11) had subsequent
relative increase at the S+ vs at the Sÿ (i.e. 91% of
the changes in the direction predicted by the
Hebbian rules). In contrast, when the enhanced por-
tion of the postsynaptic response occurred before
the estimated arrival time of the presynaptic input,
there was as many increases as decreases
(Cruikshank and Weinberger, 1996b). Thus, the tim-
ing of the presynaptic volley in regard to the activity
of the postsynaptic cell seems crucial for inducing
Hebbian plasticity.
During learning protocols, such narrow con-

straints are di�cult to ®nd. For example, in the pro-
tocol used by Delacour and colleagues (see Section
4.1) facilitation of evoked responses in the somato-
sensory cortex were obtained with an inter-stimulus
interval of 500 msec. Any facilitation of the postsyn-
aptic response to the ®rst stimulus resulting from
presentation of the second was necessarily delayed
by at least 500 msec, which is outside the range dis-
cussed above. This situation is even worse for the
classical conditioning studies that are presented in
Section 3 (auditory system), Section 4 (somatosen-
sory system) and Section 5 (visual system). In all
these studies, the authors have used a CS duration
of a few seconds. Because neurons of the thalamo-
cortical sensory system respond phasically to presen-
tation of a sensory stimulus,* there is an interval of
several seconds between the discharges evoked by
the CS and those potentially evoked by the US.
Therefore, direct co-activation of thalamo-cortical
cells by the CS and the US is unlikely to occur
during the training trials. There are several alterna-
tives to circumvent this problem. One can ®rst con-
sider that co-activation of sensory neurons is
realized by indirect ways. For example, Weinberger
and colleagues have proposed that the plasticity
occurring in the auditory cortex is the result of the
convergence of two thalamic inputs on the cortical
cells: a non-modi®ed input from the MGv and a
increased input from the MGm (Weinberger et al.,
1990a,b). Although attractive, this hypothesis only
displaces the problem at the thalamic level. How
can thalamic cells integrate the a�erent volley from
the CS with that of the US coming 6±10 sec later?
As developed in the next section, the temporal inte-
gration performed by sensory neurons can be drasti-
cally modi®ed by an increased release of
neuromodulators which occur during the training
trials.
In fact, this lack of temporal co-activation is a

general problem when one wants to explain the

*When neuronal activity was tested during the training
trials, only one of the 173 cells I have recorded in the audi-
tory cortex and thalamus showed sustained ®ring at the CS
presentation. Nonetheless, many of these cells exhibit selec-
tive RF changes after training.
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learning-induced neuronal plasticity in any brain
structure; the problem is just more acute in sensory
structures because of the phasic nature of the dis-
charges evoked by sensory stimuli.
A second major problem comes from the discre-

pancy between the e�ects obtained during training
trials and the e�ects obtained in the RF tested after
training. One of the most obvious requirements for
arguing that Hebbian synaptic plasticity explains
learning-induced plasticity is that the e�ects
observed after training re¯ect the e�ects occurring

during the training session. As explained in Section
3.3.4, both at the cortical and at the thalamic level,
there was often no relationship between the direc-
tion of the changes observed during the training
trials and the response changes observed after train-
ing in the neurons' RF. Even if explanations can be
proposed (see Diamond and Weinberger, 1989), this
problem should force one to admit that it is di�cult
to reconcile the requirements imposed by Hebbian
rules and the plasticity observed during learning.
Lastly, one has also to consider the diversity of

Fig. 13 caption opposite
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e�ects obtained in the same structure depending on
the protocol used for training. For example, it is dif-
®cult to propose the same mechanism for the
increased responses at the CS frequency obtained
after simple classical conditioning (Bakin and
Weinberger, 1990; Edeline and Weinberger, 1993)
and the increased responses observed in both sides
of the CS frequency after a more complex condition-
ing protocol (Ohl and Scheich, 1996; see for details
Section 3.3.1).

6.2. The Actions of Neuromodulators: Gating
Systems?

In many studies presented in Sections 3±5, the
authors have involved a neuromodulator to explain,
at least partly, the neuronal plasticity observed
during training. In the auditory system, the cholin-
ergic input from the nucleus basalis magnocellularis
(NBM) was proposed as a factor allowing the corti-
cal cells to integrate the CS and the US inputs
(Weinberger et al., 1990a). In the somatosensory
system, the e�ects induced by a sensory±sensory as-
sociation were blocked by local iontophoretic appli-
cations of a cholinergic antagonist (atropine; see
Delacour et al., 1990). Application of atropine in
the RE modi®ed the di�erential responsiveness of
dLGN cells that was observed when an animal was

using a visual cue for its behaviour (Albrecht et al.,
1986).

The idea behind many experimental studies,
which is also developed in several review articles
(FreÂ gnac and Shulz, 1994; Cruikshank and
Weinberger, 1996b), is that neuromodulators act as
``gating'' factors. A straightforward de®nition of a
``gating'' factor is not easy because of the di�erent
levels of interpretation of the word ``gating''. First,
it is necessary to consider that neuromodulators can
a�ect sensory processing independently of the occur-
rence of any plasticity. Second, it is necessary to
consider how the release of neuromodulators (or the
absence of release) modi®es the results when the
protocol is able by itself to induce sensory plasticity.
For a long time the noradrenergic and cholinergic
systems were proposed as ``gating factors''. For the
sake of clarity, I will focus on the e�ects of the nor-
adrenergic and cholinergic system, but, of course,
we should consider that other pharmacological
agents such as dopamine, serotonin, histamine and
all the peptidergic systems can also promote similar
e�ects (for a review see McCormick, 1992). An
attempt to summarize the e�ects of neuromodu-
lators on the thalamo-cortical sensory system is pre-
sented in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. E�ects of neuromodulators in the thalamo-cortical system. For the sake of clarity, many simpli-
®cations were introduced in this ®gure, since within the same brain area the same neuromodulator can
have di�erent e�ects depending on the type of receptors it reaches. In addition, con¯icting results were
found depending (i) on the species and (ii) on the fact that the results came from in vivo or in vitro ex-
periments. The details listed below give a more acurate, but more complex, picture for the action of each
neuromodulator (for review see McCormick, 1992). Noradrenaline: Both at the cortical and thalamic
level, in vitro experiments reveal excitatory e�ects mediated via b-receptors which lead to a decrease in
IAHP. In vivo recordings reveal both inhibitory and excitatory e�ects (see text). As pointed by some in
vitro studies, the inhibitory e�ects could result from a decreased synaptic transmission (Law-Tho et al.,
1993) or from an action on GABAergic interneurons (Mouradian et al., 1991; Sessler et al., 1995). At
the thalamic level, the e�ects obtained in vivo seem to be a function of the species: in the lateral genicu-
late excitatory e�ects were obtained in rats (Rogawski and Aghajanian, 1980a,b), while inhibitory e�ects
were obtained in cats (Sillito, 1987). In the reticular nucleus, only excitatory e�ects were described both
in vivo and in vitro (McCormick and Wang, 1991; Pinault and Deschenes, 1992). Serotonine: At the
thalamic level, in vivo studies have described prolonged inhibitions produced by iontophoretic appli-
cation of 5-HT or raphe stimulations (Kayama et al., 1989; Marks et al., 1987; Phillis, 1971; Rogawski
and Aghajanian, 1980c). As such inhibitory e�ects were not observed very often in vitro (McCormick
and Pape, 1990), they might be the consequence of an indirect excitation of neighbouring interneurons
(McCormick and Wang, 1991). At the cortical level, in vivo iontophoretic application of 5HT produces
both excitatory and inhibitory e�ects (Bassant et al., 1990; Waterhouse et al., 1990). In vitro studies
showed that inhibitory e�ects result from activation of a potassium conductance IKG, whereas excitatory
e�ects result from a reduction of IAHP and IM (McCormick and Williamson, 1989). In the RE in vivo
(Funke and Eysel, 1993) and in vitro (McCormick and Wang, 1991) studies showed clear excitatory
e�ects through reduction of IKleak. Acetylcholine: At both the cortical and thalamic level, ACh produces
depolarizations, in vivo and in vitro. In the RE, in vivo studies using application of ACh or stimulation
of cholinergic nuclei reported strong inhibitory e�ects (Ben Ari et al., 1976; Hu et al., 1989; but see
Kayama et al., 1986). In vitro studies have con®rmed a dominant inhibitory e�ect resulting from acti-
vation of a potassium conductance (McCormick and Prince, 1986). However, recent ®ndings revealed
that the hyperpolarization mediated by muscarinic receptors is preceded by a fast depolarization
mediated by nicotinic receptors (Lee and McCormick, 1995). Also, it is interesting to note that the
action of ACh on thalamic cells involve a transient hyperpolarization in the cat and guinea-pig medial
geniculate, but not in the rat lateral geniculate (McCormick and Prince, 1987). Histamine: Both at the
cortical and at the thalamic level, histamine mainly produces excitatory e�ects (even if inhibitory e�ects
were sometime observed at the cortical level). These excitatory e�ects are supposed to be the conse-
quence of an activation of H1 receptors (leading to strong depolarization) and an activation of H2
receptors which reduces IAHP. Abbreviations: HT: tuberomammillary area of the posterior hypothala-
mus, LC: Locus coeruleus, LDT: Laterodorsal tegmental nucleus, NBM: nucleus basalis magnocellu-
laris, PPT: pedonculopontine tegmental nucleus, RE thalamic reticular nucleus. $ Depolarization,

% hyperpolarization.
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6.2.1. Do Neuromodulators Act as Gating Factors on
Sensory Processing?

A ®rst basic step is to determine what are the
e�ects of neuromodulators on sensory processing,
and to reach this goal determination of the e�ects of
neuromodulators on the neurons' RF is a straight-
forward procedure. Ionophoretic application of
ACh was shown to increase the neurons excitability
in the early 1960s (Krnjevic and Phillis, 1963b,c),
but its e�ects on the neurons' RF were tested more
recently. In the visual cortex, facilitation of visual
responses often occur with an enhancement of orien-
tation or direction selectivity (Murphy and Sillito,
1991; Sillito and Kemp, 1983). A modulation of RF
properties by ionophoretic applications of ACh was
also reported in the lateral geniculate (Sillito et al.,
1983). In the somatosensory cortex, the main e�ects
of ACh application on RFs from the forelimbs or
hindlimbs were (i) the appearance of RF on unre-
sponsive neurons or the enhancement of preexisting
RF characteristics, (ii) lowering of response
threshold in the RF area, and (iii) the increase of
RF size (Lamour et al., 1988). Even if these RF
changes seem in good agreement with the known ex-
citatory e�ect of ACh, it is important to mention
that the e�ects of ACh on a�erent response proper-
ties could not be predicted from its ability to excite
a cell (Lamour et al., 1988) This suggests that the
mechanisms by which ACh modi®es the e�ectiveness
of somatic inputs is di�erent from the mechanisms
leading to excitation. The same picture was also
reported in the auditory cortex (Fig. 14). The most
common e�ect of ACh application was a facilitation
of the tone ``On'' evoked response (but decreased re-
sponses were also observed, see Figs 3, 6 and 9 in
McKenna et al., 1988). However, when the e�ects of
ACh on the RF of auditory cortex neurons were
tested, general facilitation in the neurons' RF were
not observed very often (19%, 10/51 cells). In most
cases (77%, 39/51 cells), responses to some frequen-
cies were decreased, and responses to others were
increased (McKenna et al., 1989). The same type of
di�erential e�ects were also observed when anticho-
linesterases were applied (Ashe et al., 1989),
suggesting that endogenous release of ACh a�ects
the frequency processing of auditory cortex cells in
a complex fashion.
The e�ects induced by NE applications in the tha-

lamo-cortical system are as complex. At the cortical
level, some earlier studies have mainly observed
decreased evoked responses (Foote et al., 1975), but
others have stressed di�erential facilitation, i.e. the
fact that evoked responses are less a�ected than the
spontaneous activity (Waterhouse et al., 1981;
Waterhouse and Woodward, 1980). This promotes
the popular view that NE application increases the
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, de®ned as the evoked re-
sponse divided by the spontaneous activity. If the
dominant inhibitory e�ect of NE at the cortical level
was con®rmed, the increase in S/N ratio was not
found systematically in other studies using ionto-
phoretic application of NE (Kasamatsu and
Heggelund, 1982; Manunta and Edeline, 1996, 1997;
Videen et al., 1984) or LC stimulation (Sato et al.,
1989). Tests of the action of NE on the neurons' RF

were only carried out recently, and con¯icting
results were found. In the visual cortex, McLean
and Waterhouse (1994) have reported a narrowing
of velocity tuning curves in 16 of 28 neurons. But in
their data, and in that of others (Shulz and
Bringuier, 1993), orientation selectivity was unaf-
fected by NE. In the auditory cortex (see Fig. 15),
increases in frequency tuning were reported using
either iontophoretic application of NE (Manunta
and Edeline, 1997, 1996) or pharmacological release
of NE (Edeline, 1995).
The e�ects obtained in some occasions led some

authors to suggest that NE acts as a ``gating'' fac-
tor. In this particular context, this term refers to
the occurrence of a response when a subthreshold
stimulus is delivered in the presence of NE.
According to Waterhouse et al. (1988), this should
be distinguished from the classical facilitatory
e�ect on pre-existing responses. However, systema-
tic tests of a ``gating'' e�ect in the auditory cortex
(by testing the neurons' acoustic threshold)
revealed that decreased threshold (i.e. a gating
e�ect) was obtained for only a few cells (12%, 10/
84 cells), while the opposite e�ect (increased
threshold, i.e. the reverse of a gating e�ect) was
obtained for a large number of cells (57%, 48/84
cells; see Fig. 16; Manunta and Edeline, 1998). In
contrast, at the thalamic level, both application of
NE (Rogawski and Aghajanian, 1980a,b) and LC
stimulation (Kayama et al., 1982) decreased the
threshold response to single shock stimulation of
the optic nerve. From these data one can conclude
(i) either that the gating e�ects observed at the
thalamic level is not transferred at the cortical
level; or (ii) that a gating e�ect can be obtained
using electrical stimulation of a�erent bundles but
not with presentation of sensory stimuli. The
e�ects of ACh were not tested as often as those of
NE, but since it decreased the responses threshold
in many cells (Metherate et al., 1990), ACh seems
more suitable to act as a gating factor. Given that
ACh depolarizes the cortical cells, one can wonder
if any pharmacological agent that will depolarize
the neurons will not act as gating factor. With this
notion in mind, it seems paradoxical to consider a
``gating'' function for neuromodulators (for
example for NE) which have inhibitory or excit-
atory properties depending on the type of recep-
tors that they bind with.

6.2.2. Do Neuromodulators Act as Gating Factors on
Sensory Plasticity?

The involvement of neuromodulators in sensory
plasticity was ®rst proposed for developmental plas-
ticity. Even if controverted (see Adrien et al., 1985;
FreÂ gnac, 1987), a long series of experiments has
tried to demonstrate that the noradrenergic system
is crucial for ocular dominance plasticity
(Kasamatsu and Pettigrew, 1976; Kasamatsu et al.,
1979, 1981). The major problem is that one of the
methods used to produce NE depletion (local infu-
sion of 6-OHDA) blocked ocular dominance plas-
ticity in kittens, while other methods of depletion
did not (for review about this controversy see
FreÂ gnac, 1987). This problem was potentially solved
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Fig. 15 caption opposite
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by Bear and Singer (1986) when they showed that
the 6-OHDA lesion (which was supposed to selec-
tively impair the noradrenergic system) actually
interferes with the cholinergic system. Thus, the use
of local application of 6-OHDA results in dysfunc-
tion of both the noradrenergic and cholinergic sys-
tem. According to Bear and Singer (1986), ocular
dominance could only be blocked by lesion of both
the noradrenergic and cholinergic systems; a lesion
of either system alone was ine�ective in their hands.
More recently, other forms of plasticity were shown
to depend upon the integrity of the cholinergic sys-
tem. For example, lesions of the cholinergic system,
or ACh depletion, were able to prevent the plasticity
of the somatosensory cortex observed following per-
ipheral manipulations (Juliano et al., 1991; Webster
et al., 1991).
As proposed by Cruikshank and Weinberger

(1996b), there are two modes of action to take into
account when one wants to explain how neuro-
modulators act to ``gate'' neuronal plasticity (see
Fig. 17). The ®rst mode supposes that the presence
of gating factors during the induction protocol
allows signi®cantly larger increased covariance com-
pared with the control situation. The second mode
supposes that gating factors enhance synaptic
changes without directly a�ecting the covariance
levels during the pairing situation (Cruikshank and
Weinberger, 1996b). Even if there is very little direct
evidence in favour of one or the other of these
modes, recent ®ndings enlighten this question. For
example, in the experiments carried out by Ahissar
and colleagues (see Section 6.1.1) comparisons were
made between the e�ects obtained when the animal
was not using the stimuli in its behaviour vs when it
was. Recall that in these experiments the covariance
between two cortical cells is arti®cially increased
during Hebbian treatment, and that the apparent
synaptic e�ectiveness remained increased for few
minutes after the treatment. The authors observed
that for a given level of imposed covariance, the
e�ects were larger if the animals have to use the
stimulus for obtaining a reward, which suggests that
the strength of the changes was ``gated'' by the
behavioural performance. Another type of evidence
come from the data obtained by Cruikshank and
Weinberger (1996a). As presented above (Section
6.1.1) the Hebbian treatment used by these authors
consisted of pairing a pure tone with an increased
®ring rate, while another pure tone was paired with
blockage of neuronal discharge. As in most of the
experiments performed under urethane anaesthesia,
the authors observed considerable spontaneous
EEG changes, in such a way that for some cells the
Hebbian treatment was conducted during periods of

synchronized EEG (high voltage, 1±5 Hz), while for
other cells the Hebbian treatment was conducted
during periods of desynchronized EEG (low voltage,
1±20 Hz). Post-hoc analysis of their data revealed
that the probability of obtaining plasticity was sig-
ni®cantly greater if the cortical EEG was desynchro-
nized during the pairing treatment (5/9 cells vs 2/13
cells). More important is the fact that the imposed
covariance during the Hebbian treatment was simi-
lar, which indicates that covariance levels that were
not su�cient to induce plasticity in EEG synchro-
nized state, were su�cient in EEG desynchronized
state.
In both types of experiments, the factors that

were actually responsible for the largest degree of
plasticity (in Ahissar et al., 1992a), or for the
higher probability of occurrence of the plasticity
(in Cruikshank and Weinberger, 1996a) are
unknown. Nonetheless, it seems logical to propose
that in both cases neuromodulators are involved.
This is logical for the results of Ahissar et al.
(1992a) since the neurons of the source nuclei pro-
viding ACh and NE at the cortical level, the
nucleus basalis magnocellularis (NBM) and the
locus coerulus (LC) show marked increases in ®r-
ing rate in situations involving presentation of a
reward and/or association of a sensory stimulus
with a reward [for the NBM see Maho et al.
(1995); Richardson and DeLong (1986); for the
LC see Rasmussen and Jacobs (1986); Sara et al.
(1988)]. This is also logical for the results of
Cruikshank and Weinberger (1996a) since the
involvement of ACh and NE in controlling the
state of the EEG is well-known: stimulations of
either the NBM (Belardetti et al., 1977; Casamenti
et al., 1986; Metherate et al., 1992 Edeline et al.,
1994a) or of the LC (Berridge and Foote, 1991)
produce shifts from synchronized EEG to desyn-
chronized EEG. Lastly, more direct arguments
recently came from a collaborative study by
Ahissar et al. (1996). To test the possible involve-
ment of neuromodulators in the plasticity induced
by their Hebbian treatment in waking monkeys,
the authors have compared the results obtained
when this treatment was applied to anaesthetized
animals with and without local iontophoretic ap-
plication of neuromodulators. As in the case of
non-behaving monkeys, the e�ects obtained in
anaesthetized animals without neuromodulators
were weak; signi®cant lasting modi®cations were
only observed occasionally. In contrast, when the
Hebbian treatment was conducted with concurrent
application of cholinergic and noradrenergic
agents, lasting modi®cations of functional coupling
were found (Ahissar et al., 1996).

Fig. 15. Transient inhibitory e�ects of ionotophoretic application of norepinephrine in the RF of an
auditory cortex neuron during wakefulness. For this cell recorded in an awake guinea pig, evoked re-
sponses were observed between 14 and 20 kHz in the control RF. The cell's BF was 15 kHz. During NE
application (15 nA), the tone-evoked responses were attenuated; the cell was only responding to 14±16
kHz. This e�ect persisted when the tuning was tested 1 min after the end of NE ejection. The responses
almost fully recovered 8 min after the end of NE ejection. Note that during and after NE ejection the
cell's selectivity was enhanced. The insert in the top of the ®gure displays the waveform of the action po-
tential (30 sweeps, 50 kHz sampling rate. Scales bars: 0.5 mV, 0.5 ms) (from Manunta and Edeline,

1996).
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Fig. 16. Increased acoustic threshold of an auditory cortex neuron during ionotophoretic application of
norepinephrine. The test of the rate level function of a given neuron is a way to determine the acoustic
threshold for neurons in the auditory system. These tests are performed by increasing the absolute inten-
sity of the tones at a given frequency. In control conditions, testing the rate-level function of this cell
revealed a monotonic function with a threshold at 50 dB. During NE application there was a clear
decrease of the evoked response at all intensities, which led to increase the neuron threshold at 65 dB.
Four minutes after the end of the ejection, the responses recovered and the threshold was back at 50 dB

(from Manunta and Edeline, 1998).
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Another procedure for studying the involvement
of neuromodulators in sensory plasticity is to pair
the presentation of a given sensory stimulus with the
delivery of a given neuromodulator. The rationale
for this relies on the fact that in a learning task
there is an increased release of di�erent modulators
while a stimulus acquired signi®cance. For example,
iontophoretic ACh application was paired with pres-
entation of a given pure tone frequency, and the fre-
quency RF of the neurons was tested before and
after this pairing (Metherate and Weinberger,
1990).* It was observed that during pairing ACh
produced mostly facilitatory e�ects on spontaneous
activity and on tone-evoked responses. However,
even if highly speci®c RF changes were obtained,
they were not related to the e�ects observed during
pairing: in the majority of the cases (22/28 cases),
the speci®c e�ects were decreases at the frequency
paired with ACh application.* In the same vein, sev-
eral studies have stimulated the NBM, the source
nucleus providing ACh at the cortical level. In most
of these experiments, the e�ects were similar to
those obtained with iontophoretic application.
When stimulation of the NBM was associated with
presentation of a somatosensory or an acoustic
stimulus, increased responses were obtained in many
cases (Edeline et al., 1994a; Metherate and Ashe,
1991; Rasmusson and Dykes, 1988; Webster et al.,
1991) even if decreased responses were obtained in
some occasions (Edeline et al., 1994b; Webster et
al., 1991). Testing the evoked responses after the
pairing protocol revealed prolonged facilitations
(Rasmusson and Dykes, 1988; Tremblay et al.,
1990; Webster et al., 1991). Again, the e�ects
obtained during the pairing trials did not necessarily
predict the e�ects obtained after pairing (see
Fig. 14). For example, in the auditory and somato-
sensory cortices, no changes or decreased responses
were observed during the pairing trials, while
increases were obtained after pairing both in anaes-
thetized (Fig. 8 in Edeline et al., 1994a; Fig. 4 in
Tremblay et al., 1990) and in unanesthetized animals
(Hars et al., 1993).
Stimulation of source nuclei presents theoretically

several advantages compared with the ionophoretic
technique: (i) the release of the drugs is closer to
physiological conditions since it is from a�erent
terminals; and (ii) a more precise control of the tim-
ing of the release can potentially be achieved.
Regarding this timing, the di�erent protocols used
raise an important question. In most of the cases,
the stimulation of the source nuclei was delivered
just before (usually less than 100 msec) the presen-
tation of the sensory stimuli (Rasmusson and
Dykes, 1988; Tremblay et al., 1990; Metherate and
Ashe, 1991; Metherate et al., 1992; Webster et al.,
1991; Hars et al., 1993; Howard and Simons, 1994;

Edeline et al., 1994a,b). The logic of these protocols
was that the neuromodulator has to be present at
the vicinity of the cells when the a�erent volley pro-
duced by the sensory stimulus reaches the recorded
neurons. In a parametric study, Rasmusson and
Dykes (1988) have estimated that facilitations of
sensory-evoked responses are obtained when the
interval between the NBM stimulation and the
stimulus is up to 200 msec, i.e. when the stimulation
precedes the sensory stimulus by 200 msec or less.
For longer intervals (200±320 msec), no e�ects or
opposite e�ects (decreased evoked responses in their
case) were observed. In contrast, in two studies
NBM stimulations were delivered at the end of a 1
sec duration sensory stimulus, to mimic a classical
conditioning protocol where the US is replaced by
the NBM stimulation (Bakin, 1995; Bakin and
Weinberger, 1996). In these studies, evoked re-
sponses were also facilitated, and the selective facili-
tations observed for the frequency paired with the
NB stimulation was not observed when pseudo-pair-
ing protocol was performed. Therefore, it seems that

Fig. 17. Two hypothetical e�ects of neuromodulators on
covariance plasticity: direct e�ect on covariance (case 1) vs
gating (case 2). On each graph, the hypothetical changes in
synaptic strength (y-axis) are presented as functions of the
increases in pre/postsynaptic covariance imposed during
the Hebbian treatment (x-axis). On each graph, the points
represent individual recordings, and the line shows the re-
lationship between the e�ects observed after pairing and
the e�ects observed during pairing. It is supposed that the
changes in synaptic strength are greater when the neuro-
modulators are present (part B, right) than without the
neuromodulators (part A, left). In case 1, the neuromodu-
lators increases the covariance levels during the Hebbian
pairing treatment: this is visualized by a shift toward the
right of the cluster of dots in case 1B compared with 1A.
This leads to an increase in synaptic strength after pairing
(higher y-axis values in 1B compared with 1A). In case 2,
there is no increase in covariance levels during the pairing
treatment (the cluster of points have the same x-axis values
in 2B compared with 2A. However, the increase in synaptic
strength is larger (higher y-axis values in 2B compared
with 2A), which is shown by the fact there is a change in
the slope of the line. The experimental results of Ahissar et
al. (1992a, 1996) and of Cruikshank and Weinberger
(1996a) favour case 2 (from Cruikshank and Weinberger

(1996b, with permission).

*The pairing protocol involved either continuous release
of the drug or, in some cases (n= 22), delivery of short
(200 msec) pulses of ACh during or just before tone pres-
entation.

*To account for these discrepancies, an explanation
relying on the non-monotonicity of the rate-level functions
in the auditory cortex was proprosed by Ashe and
Weinberger (1991).
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these results are, in several aspects, quite similar to
the e�ects described after associative learning.*
However, the protocol designed by the authors
re¯ects strong assumptions about the factors that
naturally increase the ®ring rate of NBM neurons.
In the scheme envisioned by the authors, the acti-
vation of cholinergic neurons is supposed to be trig-
gered by the US presentation, via activation of the
amygdala which projects on the NBM (Weinberger
et al., 1990a,b). Although it is clear that rewarding
stimuli activates NBM neurons (as well as other
neumodulatory neurons), it is clear also that other
stimuli activate these neurons. Studies in primates
and rats indicate that any signi®cant stimulus that is
relevant for the animal behaviour is able to change
the ®ring rate of NBM neurons. The conditioned
stimulus (CS) is of course one of these stimuli, but
often neglected, the contextual cues that are present
in any learning situation can also modulate the ®r-
ing rate of NBM neurons (Richardson and DeLong,
1990). Therefore, the exact role of the US in the
physiological mechanism of sensory plasticity
remains an open question. For example, one can
propose that the US presentation triggers increased
release of neuromodulators which are able to pro-
duce long lasting EPSP as it was shown in vitro
(Benardo, 1993). However, it is clear that if the US
presentation generates physiological events that last
tens of seconds or minutes, the e�ects produced by
US presentations during conditioning and pseudo-
conditioning will be the same. As previously stated
(Edeline, 1996), the major problem is clearly to ®nd
physiological mechanisms that will favour highly
selective plasticity during conditioning and not
during pseudoconditioning. In addition, given that
the CS±US interval is di�erent from one protocol to
another (from 250±500 msec in the nictitating mem-
brane conditioning but up to hours in conditioned
taste aversion), it is clear that the physiological
events triggered by the US (i) either have to be
totally di�erent depending on the protocol, (ii) or
have nothing to do with the integration of the CS±
US information that is performed at the behavioural
level.

6.3. When and How Neuromodulatory Systems Act
During Learning Experiments?

It is trivial to say that to clarify how neuromodu-
latory systems in¯uence learning-induced plasticity
it is crucial to determine when and how these neur-
ons react during learning protocols.
For a long time, studies have tried to determine

how neurons of the NBM and LC react during
behavioural training. For example, unit recordings
in primate NBM demonstrated that some neurons
respond (by increased or decreased discharges) to
the delivery (DeLong, 1971; Richardson and
DeLong, 1986) or to the sight (Mora et al., 1976;

Rolls et al., 1979) of a rewarding stimulus. They
also respond to events preceding the occurrence of
reward (Richardson and DeLong, 1986; Travis and
Sparks, 1968; Wilson and Rolls, 1990a,b). Similarly,
neurons of the LC were shown to respond to no-
ciceptive stimuli (Hirata and Aston-Jones, 1994), or
to stimuli associated with presentation of nocicep-
tive (Sara and Segal, 1991) or of appetitive
(Rasmussen and Jacobs, 1986) stimuli. To be able to
in¯uence cortical (and thalamic) neurons during a
learning experiment, the neuromodulatory neurons
have to react quickly after the beginning of training.
This is indeed the case: neurons of the NBM (Maho
et al., 1995) or of the LC (Rasmussen and Jacobs,
1986; Sara and Segal, 1991) increase their discharges
after few (less than 10) conditioning trials (see
Fig. 18). Also, to be able to in¯uence cortical (and
thalamic) responsiveness at a given trial, neuro-
modulatory neurons have to react at short latency
after presentation of a signi®cant stimulus. This is
indeed the case: both NBM neurons and LC neur-
ons exhibit increased discharges at short latency at
presentation of an acoustic CS (Maho et al., 1995;
Sara and Segal, 1991), even if the neuroanatomical
substrate for these short latencies remain unclear
[see Maho et al. (1995) for a discussion of this point
concerning NBM neurons]. In particular, useful in-
formation is provided when cortical neurons are
recorded at the same time as neuromodulatory neur-
ons during the same learning experiment. For
example, when conditioned tone-evoked discharges
were recorded simultaneously in the auditory cortex
and in the NBM, a temporal 30±40 msec overlap
was found between the conditioned evoked re-
sponses obtained from the two structures (Maho et
al., 1995). That is, at a given trial, there were about
30 msec during which ACh was present while the
cortical cells were still depolarized by the a�erent
sensory volley produces by the CS (see Fig. 19).
This means that a temporal correlation might exist
between the CS driven activity and the ACh release
in the cortex. In these conditions, the release of
ACh can be viewed as a US signal moved up in time
in such a way that its occurrence coincides with the
CS occurrence (Figs 18 and 19).
At this point, it is clear that speculations have to

be replaced by experimental ®ndings. Inactivation of
the source nuclei providing ACh and NE in the tha-
lamo-cortical system, or speci®c immunolesioning
studies have to be performed to clarify the role of
neuromodulators as permissive agents of learning-
induced sensory plasticity.
To summarize the e�ect of neuromodulators, it is

clear that caution is necessary before accepting the
idea that neuromodulators act as gating factors.
First, the fact that they actively gate sensory proces-
sing is at least questionable. Second, their role in
gating sensory plasticity seems based on more con-
vincing data, but so far direct evidence is rare. Also,
it is unclear whether or not the e�ects of neuro-
modulators per se have to be considered indepen-
dently of their potential e�ects on covariance.
Lastly, data from learning experiments suggest that
cholinergic and noradrenergic neurons can poten-
tially in¯uence the conditions where sensory plas-
ticity occurs. However, more explicit predictions

* It will be important that future studies test, on the
same recordings, the e�ects of forward and backward pair-
ing between a sensory stimulus and NBM stimulation. This
can help to specify the conditions that are the more appro-
priate to produce facilitation of evoked responses.
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have to be stated and speci®cally designed learning
experiments have to be carried out to delineate pre-
cisely the functional roles of neuromodulators in
learning-induced sensory plasticity.

7. TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

7.1. Summary of the Findings

The present review focused on experiments where
sensory plasticity was expressed after the acquisition
of behavioural associative training. Because the
learning situations were very di�erent, ranging from
sensory±sensory associations (e.g. Delacour et al.,
1987) to classical conditioning (e.g. Diamond and

Weinberger, 1989; Bakin and Weinberger, 1990) and
up to long-lasting psychophysic training (e.g. Karni
and Sagi, 1991), the only synthetic picture that can
emerge is the following: despite the large diversity of
learning situations, sensory plasticity was detected
and was speci®c for the relevant stimulus used
during training. Besides its occurrence and its speci-
®city, it is almost impossible to state other general
rules about this plasticity. The number of trials used
for its induction was from very few training trials
(Edeline et al., 1993) to 2±3 months of extensive
training (Jenkins et al., 1990; Recanzone et al.,
1992b,c,d, 1993). The duration of the changes was
from a few minutes in the auditory cortex (Ahissar
et al., 1992a) to 2±3 days in the somatosensory cor-
tex (Siucinska and Kossut, 1996), and up to months
in some cases (Weinberger et al., 1993). The RF or
map changes were tested either in the waking state
shortly after completion of training* (Bakin and
Weinberger, 1990; Diamond and Weinberger, 1986,
1989; Edeline and Weinberger, 1991a,b, 1992, 1993;
Edeline et al., 1993; Siucinska and Kossut, 1996;
Delacour et al., 1987) or under general anaesthesia
after training (Lennartz and Weinberger, 1992;
Weinberger et al., 1993; Jenkins et al., 1990;
Recanzone et al., 1992a,b, 1993).
That learning-induced changes preferentially

occur in the non-lemniscal pathway does not seem
to be correct. Receptive ®eld and map changes were
reported from the primary cortical areas, and selec-
tive RF changes were also found in the lemniscal
division of the auditory thalamus (note also that
increased responses were described at subthalamic
levels). We can suspect that the e�ects in the lemnis-
cal pathway might be of shorter duration than those
in the non-lemniscal pathway. For example, after 30
trials of conditioning, the selective RF plasticity
observed immediately after training disappeared 1
hr after training in the MGv, whereas it was main-
tained in the MGd and MGm.
Across sensory modalities, it is very di�cult to

propose general rules between the expression of sen-
sory plasticity and behavioural response. No re-
lationships were found in the auditory system
between the RF plasticity and the expression of a
conditioned response. The extent of the map reorga-
nization was found to be correlated with the beha-
vioural performance in the auditory cortex; but this
relationship was not found in the somatosensory
cortex. In contrast, in that cortex, the temporal
aspects of the neuronal discharges were correlated
with the behaviour. In extrastriate cortical areas,
when neurons and behavioural performance were
tested in the same psychophysical task, strong re-
lationships were found. Thus, the relationship
between the plasticity of sensory systems and the
behavioural performance seems to be (i) task depen-
dent and (ii) modality dependent. It is only by
exploring the parameters across a large number of
experiments that more general rules could emerge in
the future.
Lastly, it is very di�cult to bring direct arguments

in favour of the involvement of a particular physio-
logical mechanism, whether in favour of an
``Hebbian plasticity scheme'', or in favour of the
action of neuromodulators acting as gating factors

Fig. 19. Time course of the conditioned changes after tone
onset. For each recording and each period of analysis, the
mean tone-evoked response obtained during the 20 trials of
habituation was subtracted from the response obtained at
the last 20 trials of conditioning. The resulting values were
averaged across recordings and represented 2sem.
Increased reactivity was analyzed using 10 msec resolution
for the ®rst 40 msec of tone, then using 20 msec resolution
for the following 40 msec. Note that the conditioned
increased response was prominent from 10 to 40 msec after
tone onset in the auditory cortex, while it was from 20 to
80 msec in the basal forebrain (from Maho et al., 1995,

with permission).

*Learning-induced plasticity in the MGm was also
expressed during phases of REM sleep following beha-
vioural training (Hennevin et al., in press; Hennevin et al.,
1993).
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for this plasticity. However, this problem is not
speci®c to sensory systems: it is generally di�cult to
propose mechanisms for learning if one really wants
to account (i) for the large diversity of the beha-
vioural situations where learning is expressed and
(ii) for neuronal constraints of the central nervous
system. What needs to be done is to directly test, in
learning experiments, whether or not some potential
mechanisms are necessary and su�cient to explain
learning-induced sensory plasticity. Also, there is a
need to focus on mechanisms compatible with the
conditions during which learning is taking place,
instead of focusing on mechanisms that apply to
other forms of sensory plasticity like developmental
plasticity. Lastly, needless to say that the word
``learning'' needs to be re-de®ned (see for details
Dudai, 1992): by talking of learning to describe
neuronal changes which occur during development,
arti®cial forms of plasticity, or in response to stress
or to injury, we end up using a word which has no
meaning.
In the following sections, rather than presenting a

theory about the functional role of sensory plas-
ticity, I will raise questions and point directions,
which at short-term, or at long-term, might be help-
ful to understand this role.

7.2. Are RF and Map Changes Necessary for
Learning?

This question raises the problems of the relation-
ships between the neuronal plasticity occurring in
the thalamo-cortical system and any conditioned
behavioural responses quanti®ed during a learning
experiment. There are several ways to answer these
questions. First, one can consider whether or not
correlations are found between selective neuronal
reorganizations and behavioural performances.
Second, one can consider whether or not the animal
performance is impaired when the sensory structures
exhibiting plasticity are inactivated or removed from
the circuit. Third, one can wonder if the conditions
where learning-induced sensory plasticity was
revealed, are the more appropriate to test whether
sensory plasticity is involved in learning.

7.2.1. Correlations Between Sensory Reorganizations
and Behavioural Performance

At the cell level, the descriptions of the ®ndings in
the three sensory modalities suggest that simple re-
lationships are di�cult to detect. For example, no
relationships could be revealed in the auditory sys-
tem between the RF changes and the behavioural re-
sponses of the animals. This is not very surprising
for the RF changes obtained at the cortical levels
since the integrity of the cortex is not required for
the expression of the selected behavioural responses
(pupillary dilatation or conditioned bradycardia).
This is more surprising for the thalamic level, es-
pecially in the medial division of the MGB (the
MGm) since this part of the auditory thalamus was
shown to be necessary for the acquisition of classical
conditioning to a tone (Iwata et al., 1986; LeDoux
et al., 1984, 1986). Recent results obtained during
trace conditioning suggest that in some conditions

relationships might be detectable. Changes in ac-
tivity during the tone and the trace interval were lar-
gest in the auditory thalamus (MGd and MGm) on
trials in which behavioural CR was made. Also, the
neural activity on fast CR trials was generally
greater and tended to occur earlier (O'Connors et
al., 1997). This suggests that thalamic neurons can
potentially contribute to CR generation and timing.
Lastly, the data of Newsome and colleagues
(Section 5.3.1) demonstrate that, when the task is
tailored to the neurons characteristics, strong re-
lationships can be found between neuronal and
behavioural performance (for discussion see Shadlen
et al., 1996). Therefore, on a cell-to-animal basis, it
seems di�cult, but not impossible, to relate RF
plasticity with the occurrence of a behavioural re-
sponse.
At the map level, the same conclusion can be sta-

ted: when maps of the somatosensory cortex were
tested after extensive behavioural training neither
the strength of the neuronal responses nor the extent
of the cortical representation were found to corre-
late with the discrimination performance of the ani-
mals (Recanzone et al., 1992a,b,c,d). Only the
temporal aspects of the neuronal discharges col-
lected over the entire map were clearly related with
the behavioural performance of the animal, and
only when the skin was stimulated with tactile stim-
uli of the same frequency ranges as those used
during behavioural training.

7.2.2. Findings from Lesions Studies

One of the questions that is rarely raised in
articles describing or reviewing sensory plasticity is
whether or not this literature is in agreement with
the ®ndings coming from lesions studies. Even if the
goals in these two ®elds are quite di�erent, it is rel-
evant to meditate about the ®ndings obtained in
lesion studies to weigh the judgements that are
made based on physiological ®ndings concerning the
functional role of sensory plasticity.
Auditory system. In the auditory system, the role

of auditory cortex in learning was questioned by
lesions studies in the late 1950s. Earliest studies
have stressed the fact that frequency discrimination
was intact after auditory cortex lesions (Butler et al.,
1957). In particular, ablations restricted to AI did
not produce impairments, while more extensive
lesions involving the secondary ®elds AII and Ep
temporarily a�ected discrimination performance
(Diamond and Ne�, 1957). However, even in the
early studies, it was indicated that the same lesions
produced either important de®cits or no de®cits
depending on the training procedure (Thompson,
1960). In some studies, the contribution of subcorti-
cal structures to the observed de®cits was discussed
(Goldberg and Ne�, 1961). In their stimulating
review, Ravizza and Belmore (1978) argued that the
available evidence indicates that the auditory fore-
brain is not involved in the analysis of the physical
parameters of sounds, such as frequency and inten-
sity. Instead, they considered that there is much evi-
dence that the auditory cortex is involved in natural
process of localizing sounds in space and the tem-
poral aspects of hearing [see also Whit®eld (1979)
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for a review of the ``object of the sensory neo-
cortex'']. The involvement of the auditory cortex in
processing these two dimensions of the acoustic
stimuli was con®rmed by subsequent studies. For
example, impairments in sound location were found
after auditory cortex lesions (Jenkins and
Merzenich, 1984; but see Kelly, 1980). More
recently, Phillips and Farmer (1990) concluded,
based on electrophysiological and clinical data, that
temporal processing (especially temporal processing
involved in speech discrimination) is indeed one of
the key functions of the auditory cortex (see also
Kelly et al., 1996). Related to the temporal proces-
sing, several studies have indicated that in humans,
lesion of auditory cortex leads to de®cit in under-
standing language and music (Tramo et al., 1990;
Zatorre et al., 1996).
Somatosensory system. The necessity of the soma-

tosensory cortex to perform a behavioural task was
demonstrated in two studies. In a ®rst study,
Hutson and Masterton (1986) have shown that de®-
cits in behavioural performance are not general after
lesions of the barrel cortex. In several tasks, the
lesions of barrel cortex did not impair the spatial
and temporal acuity of vibrissae discrimination.
However, the barrel cortex was critical for a task
which tested the animal's ability to make a jump±no
jump decision on the basis of vibrissae-transduced
information. In this task, the loss of the barrel cor-
tex is tantamount to loss of the vibrissae itself.
These results were con®rmed by an elegant investi-
gation which studied the consequence of a thrombo-
tic infarction of the vibrissal barrel-®eld cortex on
sensory-motor tasks (Hurwitz et al., 1990). When
the animals had to use the information collected via
their vibrissae to obtain an appetitive reward, a re-
liable decrement in task performance was observed
after infarction irrespective of whether the task
required active or passive vibrissal sensory discrimi-
nation.
Visual system. In a series of studies, the threshold

in orientation discrimination of cats was tested
before and after lesions of di�erent areas of the
visual cortex. Lesions restricted to area 17 or to area
18 had little e�ect, but lesions involving area 17 and
a substantial part of area 18 increased discrimi-
nation thresholds (Orban et al., 1990). In addition,
although extensive lesions of both areas 17 and 18
(without subcortical damage) resulted in marked
de®cits in orientation discrimination of simple bars,
the basic capacity to perceive and discriminate
oriented contours was not abolished
(Vandenbussche et al., 1991). Recent data suggest
that several extrastriate areas contribute to such dis-
crimination tasks (Sprague et al., 1996). Lastly, in
the task used by Newsome and collaborators
(Section 5.3.1), lesions of the area MT was found to

severely impair motion perception (Newsome and
PareÂ , 1988).
To conclude this brief survey of lesion studies, it

seems clear that learning de®cits can be found after
lesions in the thalamo-cortical sensory system.
However, these de®cits depend (i) on the sensory
modality and (ii) on the types of task and the types
of training that were used. This is particularly strik-
ing in the auditory system: depending on the dimen-
sion of the sensory stimulus that was relevant
during the training task, impairments were observed
or not. Surprisingly, for the frequency dimension,
for which no de®cit was ever described after cortical
lesions, tests of RF and maps have systematically
revealed plasticity in the auditory cortex. This
suggests that RF and map plasticity can be
expressed for a particular dimension of the stimulus
independently of whether or not a sensory structure
is critical for processing that particular dimension.*
Even if this could be interpreted as a clue that there
is no direct link between sensory plasticity and the
expression of a particular behavioural response,
other hypotheses can be proposed to explain this
lack of relationship.
First, one can consider that learning-induced plas-

ticity might develop in lower stages of sensory pro-
cessing. For example, learning-induced changes were
reported at lower levels of the auditory system [in-
ferior colliculus: Disterhoft and Stuart (1977);
Nienhuis and Olds (1978); Olds et al. (1978);
cochlear nucleus: Edeline et al. (1990b); Oleson et
al. (1975)], and it is unknown if these changes con-
tribute, at least partially, to the RF and map
changes in the thalamo-cortical system. However,
we cannot reject the opposite hypothesis, that is, the
thalamo-cortical plasticity may be able to in¯uence
the neural activity in the lower sensory relays via
corticofugal pathways (see Fig. 1).
Second, one can also consider that the absence of

causal relationships between the thalamo-cortical
plasticity and behaviour is the consequence of the
fact that the dimensions tested in the RF and map
changes did not critically involve the thalamo-corti-
cal system (for example, discrimination of tonal fre-
quency does not critically involve the auditory
cortex). In contrast, clear relationships were found
in the visual system when the dimension of the
stimulus used in the behavioural task critically
involved the recorded neurons (see Section 5.3.1).
Third, it can be proposed that revealing or not re-

lationships between sensory plasticity and behaviour
critically depends on the conditions during which
sensory plasticity is tested. Two questions can be
raised regarding this problem.

7.2.3. Is It Appropriate to Test Sensory Plasticity in
Anaesthetized Animals?

In all the experiments where electrophysiological
mapping was performed after training, the plasticity
induced by the training protocol was tested under
general anaesthesia. It is trivial to say that anaes-
thetics change in many aspects the properties of
neuronal processing both at the single cell level and
at the network level. At the cellular level, in most of
the brain areas the hyperpolarization produced by

*The same problem exists in the ®eld of learning and
memory concerning the role of the hippocampal formation.
Lesions of the hippocampus do not produce any de®cits in
the acquisition or in the retention of various types of classi-
cal conditioning. However, an impressive amount of elec-
trophysiological studies have described learning-induced
changes in ®ring rate of hippocampal neurons during ac-
quisition or retention of classical conditioning.
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several types of anaesthetics (especially barbiturates)
tends to decrease both the spontaneous ®ring rate
and the strength of the evoked responses, and to
promote a bursting mode which is not often present
in waking state. In sensory structures this can have
drastic e�ects on several parameters that are used to
quantify sensory plasticity. For example, in the
somatosensory cortex, comparisons between re-
sponses obtained from the same recordings in wak-
ing state and under urethane anaesthesia showed
enlargements of RF and changes in latency under
anaesthesia (Simons et al., 1992). In the visual sys-
tem, the light-evoked rhythmic discharges observed
in undrugged animals were absent under urethane
anaesthesia both on the cortical local ®eld potential
and on the single unit thalamic activity (Albrecht
and Davidowa, 1989). In the auditory cortex and
thalamus, the bandwidth of tuning was considerably
changed under both barbiturates and ketamine
anaesthesia (Zurita et al., 1994). At the network
level, barbiturate anaesthesia was shown to produce
changes in 2DG labelling in the auditory system, in
such a way that it favours labelling in some lower
brain stem structures and depresses the labelling of
the thalamo-cortical system (Wang et al., 1987). As
stated by Weinberger (1995a) ``we should bear in
mind that the use of anaesthesia without comparing
®ndings to the waking brain constitutes a sort of
drug experiment without a control''. We can hope
that the development of non-invasive imagery tech-
niques [intrinsic signals: Grinvald et al. (1991);
Masino and Frostig (1996); thermal image: Brugge
et al. (1995); PET and MRI: Fiez et al. (1996);
Paulesu et al. (1993); Zatorre et al. (1996)] will allow
the determination of sensory maps in waking ani-
mals. This will be a great bene®t in the ®eld of
learning-induced plasticity, but also in the ®eld of
sensory physiology.

7.2.4. How is Sensory Plasticity Used to Guide the
Animal's Behaviour?

For most of the selective RF changes collected in
the auditory system, sensory plasticity was tested
``o�-line'', immediately after completion of training,
while the animal was not using the acoustic stimuli
for its behaviour. Without question, these data were
of enormous importance, and this line of research
needs to be continued. However, one can wonder if
the changes observed in the post-training RF
re¯ected changes in sensory processing that actually
occurred during the training situation, as well as
during other situations where the animal might have
to face a discrimination involving a dimension on
which it was trained. The fact that the direction of
the changes was not always the same during training
trials and in the post-training RFs suggests that
modi®cations of sensory processing could be di�er-
ent in the two circumstances.
More generally, we have to consider that neurons

in sensory systems are not ``built'' to have their
receptive ®eld tested. Neuronal selectivities exist,
and we can reveal them by presenting sets of stimuli
among a given dimension. But in normal physiologi-
cal conditions, the animals use the neuronal selectiv-
ities present in their sensory systems to analyze the

external world and to guide their behaviour. It will
be very important to determine how sensory proces-
sing is modi®ed while the animal uses sensory plas-
ticity for a behavioural performance. Therefore,
important e�orts have to be made to design proto-
cols allowing the testing of RF and of maps while
the animals are engaged in a behavioural perform-
ance (as is the case in Section 5.3.1). In their prin-
ciples, such protocols could be close to those
already used to test the neuronal selectivity in atten-
tional tasks (Motter, 1993; Spitzer et al., 1988).
Finally, another major problem relies on what is

considered as the relevant code in the central ner-
vous system (see for reviews Barlow, 1995; Skarda
and Freeman, 1987). Indeed, the way to quantify
RF and maps in sensory systems, and therefore to
quantify RF and map changes (i.e. the increased re-
sponses or the enlarged representation at the CS fre-
quency), is only based upon the ®ring rates of single
cells or of groups of cells. Alternatives exist; some of
them are presented below.

7.3. Future Directions: the Concept of Functional
Connectivity

Ideas based on ®ring rate are easy to understand:
the responses to a given stimulus increase while the
responses to other stimuli decrease, and/or the corti-
cal map enlarges for a given stimulus. However, the
way by which the brain is processing information is
probably not as simple as it is assumed by such a
conception. Conceptions of neuronal information
processing in terms of ®ring rate allow the dissection
of neuronal plasticity in terms of receptors, mol-
ecules, channels and genes, i.e. in terms of building
blocks used to subserve any other physiological
function (see Dudai, 1992). If indeed neurons are
using (almost) the same cellular machinery as other
cells, the algorithms used by groups of neurons to
code information are still a matter of speculation. In
contrast, conceptions of neuronal information pro-
cessing based on temporal processing allows the dis-
section of neuronal plasticity in terms of neuronal
interactions, synchronizations, dynamics of non-lin-
ear systems, i.e. in terms of building blocks used in
engineering sciences (see Skarda and Freeman,
1987). The problem is probably that neither of these
two approaches is entirely correct when it comes to
understanding what types of computations are per-
formed by the central nervous system.
First, because an approach based on the building

blocks used in molecular biology denies the fact the
brain uses other codes than ®ring rate to code infor-
mation. This is very surprising given that many stu-
dies in sensory physiology, especially in the auditory
system, have stressed the fact that the timing of
neuronal discharges is more reliable than ®ring rate
to code both the frequency and the intensity of
acoustic stimuli [Hind et al., 1963; Kitzes et al.,
1978; see also Ehret and Merzenich (1988) for the
inability of the ®ring rate to code for the sound
intensity]. Even in the visual system, where the re-
sponses latencies are much larger than in the audi-
tory and somatosensory systems, the temporal
precision of the discharges is high while the ®ring
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rate shows considerable variability (Reich et al.,
1997).
Second, because an approach based on the build-

ing blocks used in engineering sciences denies the
fact the brain is ®rst a biological machine where (i)
non-neural (glial) elements can participate in com-
putations performed by neurons (see for review
Muller, 1992), (ii) where each molecular component
of the neuronal and non-neuronal elements under-
goes a continuous turn-over and (iii) where the con-
tinuous turn-over of each of these components is
submitted to independent genetic regulations.
Besides the statement that neither molecular bi-

ology nor engineering science can be a stand-alone
approach in explaining the way by which sensory
systems process information, neuronal plasticity and
especially sensory plasticity can bene®t from new
conceptions which do not rely on ®ring rates.
For more than a decade, the work performed by

several teams points out the necessity of looking at
the relationships between the precise timing of dis-
charges of neighbouring neurons. Initial studies by
Gerstein and colleagues (Dickson and Gerstein,
1974) and by Abeles and colleagues (Frostig et al.,
1983) have provided the technical and theoretical
background to investigate neuronal interactions in
sensory systems. The simplest way to look at neur-
onal interactions is to use cross-correlogram histo-
grams which allow the examination of the
interactions between two cells (Perkel et al., 1967).
Few examples taken from the recent literature will
illustrate this point. Studying the encoding of
sound-source location and movement in the audi-
tory cortex, it was found that pairs of neurons can
have similar ®ring rates for two di�erent localiz-
ations, while their cross-correlogram show striking
di�erences (see Fig. 8 in Ahissar et al., 1992b).
When moving stimuli were used, identical responses
can be obtained for opposite movements while the
cross correlogram is inverted (Fig. 7 in Ahissar et
al., 1992b). In fact, recent ®ndings revealed that
neuronal coordination to stimulus presentation can
exist independently of the fact that there is an
increased ®ring rate for one, or both, neuron(s) in a
pair (deCharms and Merzenich, 1996).
But more important is the fact that neuronal in-

teractions are not static. This notion was already
present in the initial work by Dickson and Gerstein
(1974), which showed that neuronal interactions
which do not exist in spontaneous activity can
emerge during acoustic stimulation. Another step
further was made with the work by Aersten and col-
leagues, who conceptualized quanti®cation pro-
cedures to follow the neuronal coupling during
stimulus presentation on a millisecond basis
(Aertsen et al., 1989). Their techniques allow the
unravelling, and quantitative description of, direct
and indirect stimulus e�ects on correlated ®ring of
two neurons. Thus, fast-stimulus-locked modulation
of ``e�ective connectivity'' can be revealed even if it
is masked by strong direct modulation of individual
®ring rates. According to the authors, in no case
``e�ective connectivity'' should be understood as
re¯ecting an actual anatomic connectivity, since
more than one anatomical arrangement can provide
the same overall network behaviour. Also, the

authors note that various physiological mechanisms
can achieve such rapid modulation of e�ective con-
nectivity. Of course, one possible type of mechanism
could involve rapidly modulated synaptic strengths
(Von Der Malsburg, 1981), but there are many
alternative possibilities that can work with constant
synaptic strengths. This point was clearly illustrated
when simulations showed that the observed connec-
tivity between a pair of neurons can be strongly
modulated by the ®ring rate of a pool of neurons
connected to one neuron of the pair (Boven and
Aertsen, 1990).
This breakthrough has strong implications in the

®eld of learning in general since this suggests that
the concept of neurons with static interconnections
of ®xed or slowly changing e�cacy (during learning)
is no longer appropriate. The structural or anatom-
ical connectivity should be distinguished from the
functional or e�ective connectivity. The former can
presumably be described as quasi-stationary, but the
latter is highly dynamic with time constants of
modulation in the range of tens to hundreds of milli-
seconds. In the ®eld of learning-induced sensory
plasticity, this means that in no case is it possible to
interpret changes in cross-correlograms during pres-
entation of a stimulus as the results of changes in
synaptic e�cacy occurring at a given locus (Quirk et
al., 1995; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996; Wilson
and McNaughton, 1994). By extension, one can
wonder if it is possible to interpret an increased
evoked response at presentation of a stimulus as the
result of an increased synaptic e�cacy.
Not only have the approaches based on the

dynamic of neuronal interactions shown their val-
idity for revealing parts of the neural code, but they
also have proved their relevance to provide infor-
mation directly related with animal behaviour. In
the frontal cortex of monkeys performing a Go±
NoGo task, e�ective connectivity between neurons
evolved, within a trial, in tens of milliseconds with
totally di�erent patterns during the Go and NoGo
trials (Vaadia et al., 1995). Again, in these cases, no
change in ®ring rate was present between these two
types of trials. These ®ndings support the notion
that, in behaving animals, single neurons can inter-
mittently participate in di�erent computations by
rapidly changing their coupling without associated
changes in ®ring rate.
Lastly, the dynamic of functional coupling

between pairs of neurons is only one of the aspects
(the easiest to study) of neuronal coordinations.
Theoretical considerations have led Abeles and col-
leagues to postulate that cortical activity is pro-
cessed and transmitted by ``syn-®re chains'' which
represent groups of cells with diverging±converging
connections organized in a multilayered feed-for-
ward network (see for review Abeles, 1982, 1991).
Recording the activity of groups of 6±16 single cells,
these authors found that spatio-temporal patterns of
®ring between neurons repeat with a much higher
probability than expected by chance (Abeles and
Gerstein, 1988). These patterns are tight time-locked
(1±3 msec) neuronal coordinations between 6 and
10 cells that can persist over hundreds of millise-
conds in the cortex of behaving monkeys (Abeles et
al., 1993). At this point, it is useful to mention that
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it would be misleading to promote the idea that the
anatomical particularities of cortical networks gen-
erate these patterns. Complex patterns of ®ring were
also found in the auditory thalamus, between neur-
ons located in di�erent parts of MGB; some pat-
terns even included neurons located in the auditory
sector of the RE. More importantly, these patterns
were still present during cortical cooling (Villa and
Abeles, 1990). Thus, these long time scale neuronal
coordinations might represent another aspect of
neuronal coding that should be considered, even if
its behavioural signi®cance remains to be investi-
gated.
The general purpose of this section was to point

out that other codes than the ®ring rate of single
neurons exist, especially in sensory systems [see also
Skarda and Freeman (1987); Skarda and Freeman,
1990) for alternative views concerning the way by
which the central nervous system codes infor-
mation]. In the long-term, these future directions
will probably promote a better description of sen-
sory processing, and therefore they will allow a bet-
ter description of the learning-induced sensory
plasticity. Because we know so little about the
neural code that actually underlies a psychological
function such as learning, we should concentrate
our e�orts on characterizing the dynamic of sensory
processing, rather than speculating on the fact that
mechanisms proposed as cellular basis of develop-
mental sensory plasticity can also apply as cellular
basis of learning-induced sensory plasticity. This can
be illustrated by a concluding metaphor. By analyz-
ing sensory RFs in waking animals engaged in learn-
ing tasks, or by analyzing sensory maps before and
after training, we might have discovered the tip of
an iceberg. At this point, it looks like we spend
most of our e�orts trying to prove that this tip is
made of the same type of rock as the Egyptian pyra-
mids. It would be more useful to try to characterize
more precisely what type of iceberg it is. The actual
shape of the whole iceberg might have nothing to do
with a pyramid, and it might be composed on sev-
eral types of rocks, which can or cannot be similar
to those of the pyramids. In any case, discovering
more and more the whole iceberg of learning-
induced sensory plasticity will obviously bene®t
both the ®eld of sensory physiology and the ®eld of
learning.
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